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ABSTRACT
In Volmer-Weber growth, islands that nucleate on the substrate surface impinge and coalesce
into grains of a continuous film. During deposition of these polycrystalline films, the intrinsic
stress for materials of sufficiently high mobility often evolves through three distinct stages,
switching from compressive to tensile and back to compressive. Many studies of stress
evolution during this process have indicated that a tensile stress develops as the islands
coalescence, with the peak stress occurring when the film become continuous. The magnitude of
this tensile stress is strongly dependent on the grain structure. The grain structure is in turn
strongly dependent on atomic processes at the substrate surface at the onset of film growth. In
this study, Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations were used to investigate the relationship between
characteristics of the amorphous surface, nucleation and growth of islands, and the tensile
stresses observed as films form. It is demonstrated that island nucleation on amorphous
substrates can be dominated by the spatial characteristics of the amorphous surface. The
simulation parameters providing the best fit to experimental data from gold deposited on silicon
nitride included a trapping energy of ET = 0.69 eV.
The compressive stresses that develop have also been shown to reversibly change during
interruptions of growth. One proposed model for this reversibility is that the compressive stress
is related to adatom trapping and de-trapping at grain boundaries, while others attribute the stress
to surface changes. In the current study, intrinsic stresses monitored in-situ using a capacitive
curvature measurement system are studied with respect to the film grain structure, deposition
rate, and substrate temperature. The kinetics of the post-deposition tensile rise receive special
attention. The "reversible" compressive stress exhibited by polycrystalline, low melting point
fcc metal films is found to be absent in epitaxial cases. The stress magnitude in polycrystalline
films is shown to be inversely related to grain size and very weakly dependent on temperature.
Densification stresses from abnormal grain growth are found to account for the post-deposition
tensile rise. Finally, the compressive stresses observed during the deposition of polycrystalline,
high mobility gold films is explained using a simple model of trapping of adatoms as grain
boundary interstitials.
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I. INTRODUCTION - GROWTH AND STRESS IN VOLMER-WEBER FILMS
While thin metal films are already in widespread use, including corrosion coatings, treatment of
glass and plastic bags, magnetic media, photonic systems, MEMS systems, and integrated
circuits [THOM 00], the poor understanding of the energies involved in films during deposition,
especially stress energies, has limited their use to applications in which stress is unimportant or
can be treated post-deposition. Understanding of the mechanisms involved in generation and
relaxation of intrinsic deposition stresses may allow for new and improved applications of thin
metal films.
1.1 VOLMER-WEBER GROWTH
In thin film deposition, similar materials can grow in the continuous mode of Frank-van der
Merwe growth, while unlike materials tend towards isolated island Volmer-Weber (VW) growth
[THOM 00]. In Volmer-Weber growth, islands that nucleate on the substrate surface impinge
and coalesce into grains of the continuous film. This process is illustrated in Figure 1.1. If grain
boundaries are immobile, grains with a favorable fiber texture will increase in size conically as
the film grows, as in Figure 1.2. At temperatures high enough for boundary mobility, grains may
then grow as the film thickens. This process often maintains a nearly equiaxed structure with the
radius similar to the film thickness, as seen in Figure 1.2-d [THOM 00].
(a) (b)
Fig. 1.1: Island coalescence and impingement,
in cross-section (a) and plan view (b).
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Fig. 1.2: Cross sectional view of transition from islands to grains
in low mobility (Type 1) and high mobility (Type 2) metal films.
1.2 STRESS MECHANISMS FOR INTRINSIC STRESSES DURING FILM
DEPOSITION
The stress-thickness curve shown in Figure 1.3 shows the characteristic behavior of Volmer-
Weber growth of "high mobility" (Type 2 in Figure 1.2) metals on amorphous substrates.
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Fig. 1.3: Stress-thickness evolution during e-beam evaporation of Au
on SiO 2 at 1 A/s.
The intrinsic stress demonstrates three distinct stages. Stress is often compressive for the first
few monolayers (I). The stress then becomes tensile (II), with stress magnitudes of greater than
1 GPa for refractory metals and on the order of 200 MPa for high mobility metals. High
mobility metals then often demonstrate a return to compressive stresses after film continuity (III)
[THOM 00]. Stage III has been observed in gold, copper, silver, and aluminum films at room
temperature [HOFF 76] [KOCH 86] [CAMM 00] [CHAS 02] [FRIE 04] and iron films at
somewhat higher temperature [KOCH 05]. An important additional phenomenon observed
during growth of continuous polycrystalline films under conditions of high atomic mobility is
that the stress state reversibly changes, in the tensile direction, during interruptions of growth
[SHUL 96] [CAMM 00] [SPAE 00] [CHAS 02] [FLOR 03] [FRIE 04] [FRIE 042] [KOCH 05].
There is general agreement in the literature that the initial tensile stress develops due to elastic
strain associated with grain boundary zipping during island coalescence [NIX 99] [PHIL 00]
[FLOR 01] [SHEL 01] [FREU 01] [SEEL 03]. This zipping is driven by the reduced surface
energy resulting from the removal of two higher energy surfaces (-1 J/m 2) with one lower grain
boundary energy surface (-0.5 J/m 2). This leads to elastic stretching in the island, shown
schematically in Figure 1.4. The resultant tensile stresses have been examined using atomic
arrival models, energetic models, Griffith crack-like models, FEM analysis, and molecular
dynamics calculations [SEEL 02] [HOFF 76] [NIX 99] [TAKA 03].
grain
cycloid hemisphere boundary
Zo
Fig. 1.4: Schematic of island shape changes when they impinge. The
dashed lines indicate the original morphology before zipping, and zo
represents the vertical zipping distance [SEEL 03].
However, a clear consensus has not emerged with respect to the mechanism that leads to the
development of compressive stress. Chason et al. have proposed that adatoms are driven into
grain boundaries due to a modified chemical potential during deposition, leading to a
compressive stress from self interstitials (Figure 1.5) [CHAS 02]. When the atomix flux is
removed, the interstitials are no longer stable, causing them to diffuse back out to the surface.
Reversibility of the stress is attributed to the reversibility of the interstitial chemical potential in
the presence (or absence) of adatoms.
dhdt = R
Fig. 1.5: Illustration of the mechanism for compressive
stress in the Chason/Freund model [CHAS 02].
The grain size dependence and diffusional temperature dependence of this model can be tested.
Experimentally, the stress should be inversely proportional to the grain size for a given
deposition rate and temperature. The rate of diffusion into and out of the grain boundaries
should be activated similarly to grain boundary self diffusion. Finite element modeling has also
been recently employed to simulate the rate of diffusion into the boundaries required to generate
the observed intrinsic stresses using finite element modeling [TELL 08].
A second model, proposed by Spaepen, describes a process in which adatoms are trapped as
interstitials at and near ledges on the film surface [SPAE 00].
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Fig. 1.6: Schematic of the compressive stress
mechanism described by Spaepen in [SPAE 00].
When two ledges grow close to each other, the space between them may temporarily be a lower
energy location for a diffusing adatom. This atom would then become a trapped interstitial as
the film grows above and around it. The dynamic nature of the surface results in reversibility of
the stress. Deposition flux causes an increase in the number of ledges and interstitials as islands
form. Stopping deposition allows the surface to smooth and reduce surface energy, eliminating
the sources of compressive stress. Verification of this model requires atomistic simulations and
careful surface diffraction experiments to verify the occurrence of the defects. The relaxation
process should be activated, as step diffusion processes are required to smooth the surface
[MICH 04].
Two other models describe surface effects as responsible for the compressive stress. The first
was introduced by Laugier et al. [LAUG 81] and refined by Cammarata et al [CAMM 00]. In
this model, the uncollided islands of the film are initially poorly attached to the substrate and
compressed due to surface stress and/or Laplace pressure. When the islands later attach rigidly
to the substrate, they do so at a smaller lattice parameter than the bulk metal, leading to a
compressed lattice both before and after coalescence. Reversibility comes from the changes in
surface stress and/or Laplace pressure from curvature changes during and after deposition, a
mechanism similar in nature to that described in Spaepen's model above and requiring similar
activation to relax. However, Spaepen has shown that in the case of solid materials, stresses
formed due to surface stress can be dominant over the Laplace pressure. The resultant effect of
this model may be opposite to that observed in experiment, as most metals have tensile surface
stresses [SPAE 00].
The second surface model was proposed by Friesen and Thompson and explains both Stage (I)
and (III) compressive stresses in terms of adatoms on surface terraces. Each adatom creates an
elastic displacement field, with the total amount of compressive stress reflective of the adatom
population [FRIE 04]. The tensile rise after removing the incoming flux would simply be the
attachment of adatoms to surface steps. This model was supported by favorable comparisons of
the initial "instantaneous stress," defined as the slope of the stress-thickness curve at the
beginning of deposition or interruption with units of N/m2 . The instantaneous stresses measured
at the beginning of deposition interrupts and resumptions compared well with modeled values for
the energy of silver and copper adatoms. The instantaneous stress also increased in magnitude
with coverage, implying that stress increased with the film's areal coverage (see Figure 1.7).
Friesen also demonstrated that the reversible stresses after continuity are related to those before
coalescence, with curves obtained for Cu on SiO 2 appearing in Figure 1.8.
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Fig. 1.7: Magnitudes of instantaneous stress of deposition resumptions after interrupts
of two copper films deposited on SiO 2 . The thickness at which the maximum value is
reached is close to the tensile peak/continuity [FRIE 04].
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Fig. 1.8: Stress-thickness plot ofprecoalescence interrupts in a copper film
deposited on SiO2 [FRIE 04].
In [FRIE 042], RHEED patterns collected during deposition of highly oriented Cu and Ag films
also indicated the correlation of surface roughness to stress magnitude (Figure 1.9). This
correlation was interpreted as indicative of the role of surface defects in both the generation and
relaxation of the compressive stress.
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This research will focus on the aspects of these models for compressive stress that distinguish
each from the others. As a role of grain boundaries is not common to all models, experimental
verification of their role should differentiate between them. The above mechanisms should also
exhibit very different temperature dependencies. Experimental measurement of the kinetics of
relaxation with respect to temperature should therefore also assist in identification of the most
likely explanation of this phenomenon. As nucleation and growth of metal islands on the
substrate surface play a role in the grain structure during and after coalescence, kinetic Monte
Carlo methods will be used to model these processes. Algorithms designed for modeling
homogeneous nucleation on perfect crystals will be adapted to amorphous substrate
characteristics, as the microstructure and stress of a growing Volmer-Weber film may be
determined very early in the growth process [MICH 04]. Finally, the results from the modeling
and experiments will be used to identify a new mechanism based on the temperature and grain
structure dependencies observed.
-3 ,
structure dependencies observed.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1 DEPOSITION TECHNIQUES
The three dominant techniques for depositing thin metal films are physical vapor deposition
(PVD), sputtering, and electroplating. Other deposition techniques are used, such as metal-
organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), but suitable gases for commonly used metals are
often not available [PLUM 00]. Industry has long favored sputtering and electroplating for their
high deposition rates and faster throughput [PLUM 00], but for basic research PVD processes
hold favor due to their physical simplicity.
Depositions for the research in this document were performed using a Temscal system for
electron beam evaporation. The vacuum system was a Perkin-Elmer ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
chamber with a base pressure of 2 x 10-10 Torr and a load lock. The system has three material
hearths and is capable of evaporating from two of them simultaneously. A source shutter was
added above two of the hearths, allowing for near-immediate switching of the material being
deposited. Deposition rates were monitored and recorded using two crystal monitors and an
Inficon rate controller. Calibration of the controller was performed using atomic force
microscopy to measure deposited film thickness. A picture of the system is below in Figure 2.1.
Fig. 2.1: Photograph of the Perkin-Elmer e-beam evaporation system.
The increased incident energy of sputtered films is worth noting in the context of stress. First,
the increased energy imparted on deposited atoms in the plasma allows for a greater diffusion
length on the surface. This leads to effects similar to increasing substrate temperature in
evaporative deposition. Second, under the right plasma conditions, it may be possible to peen
the film surface with high energy metal atoms [THOM 05]. SRIM simulations [ZIEG 07]
estimate the minimum average energy for self-penetration below the surface to be -3 eV for Al,
Ag, and Cu, and -4 eV for Au. Therefore, peening should be considered in sputtering, where
atom energies can be several dozen eV, but should be insignificant in evaporation, where the
atomic kinetic energy is closer to 0.1-0.5 eV. Peening was therefore assumed to be nonexistent
during the depositions in this study.
2.2 STRESS MEASUREMENT
Stoney's equation, first formulated in 1909 [STON 09], allows for measurement of film stresses
by measuring the curvature and mechanical properties of the substrate. The approximations
involved have been shown to be reasonably accurate for film to substrate thickness ratios < 0.1
[CLAU 00]. When applied to the instance of a very thin film on a long rectangular substrate,
Stoney's equation can be reduced to
dxt2 xM
o-h= su6 (2.1)
3 x 12
with a-h the stress times the thickness of the film, 6 the cantilever deflection, tsub the substrate
thickness, M the substrate biaxial modulus, and I the cantilever length. The stress-thickness
obtained from this equation can be divided by the film thickness to get the average film stress.
A capacitance technique for measuring this curvature was first engineered by Dr. Friesen.
Using the sensor seen in Figure 2.2 and a capacitance measurement and system designed by
ADE Corporation to convert capacitance into voltage, deflection of the end of a singly supported
cantilever could be monitored in-situ during deposition.
C
Fig. 2.2: Schematic of original capacitance deflection sensor designed by Cody Friesen [FRIE 04].
Deflection of the beam was determined by converting the change in capacitance with beam
deflection towards or away from a 5 mm2 sensor plate. This capacitance change is then
converted to a voltage that is proportional to the deflection. In the ADE corporation design, a
sense wire is shielded from stray and parasitic capacitances by maintaining the outer conductor
of a coaxial wire at voltage. Inside the system there is a second ground layer outside the shield
layer connected directly to the chamber. The electronics are also connected to system ground to
maintain correct voltage from sense to ground. A cartoon illustrating the device in use is shown
in Figure 2.3.
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Fig. 2.3: Illustrations of a) deposition and cantilever bending due to film stress
and b) the change in capacitance accompanying the curvature change.
During the initial stages of investigation, an increase in electrical noise from the electron guns
used during deposition necessitated a redesign of the sensor. This project was undertaken in
cooperation with post-doctoral assistant Dr. Reiner Moenig. The new design attempted to
minimize complexity, minimize contact problems, maximize shielding of the inner sense line,
and allow for increased sensitivity due to longer available cantilever length. The original triaxial
wire used in the vacuum chamber and the electronics did not require replacement.
The result is shown in Figure 2.4, with detailed drawings in Appendix A. The triaxial shielding
is effectively extended all the way to the sense surface by using concentric stainless steel rings
isolated from each other by kepton foil. The outer ring was grounded directly to the system
through the sample stage. The cantilever is mounted on a separate steel block approximately 100
im thicker than the total sensor stack, providing the required distance to satisfy the designed
offset in the sensor electronics. The noise issues present in the original design were not present
when using this sensor. The new design also allowed for longer cantilevers to fit in the space
allowed by the load-lock transfer system, providing an approximate 4X increase in sensitivity for
a given cantilever thickness.
Fig. 2.4: Photographs of the new stainless steel capacitance deflection sensor.
Data from the ADE electronics was collected and recorded using a Labview program written for
the purpose. Raw data was collected at 1 kHz and written to one file for high time resolution
analysis. Data was also treated with a Fourier filter and averaged to remove acoustic noise from
the cryogenic pumps and other building sources and saved to another file. Spatial resolution for
this system was on the order of 1 nm. For a 100 nm film deposited on a 100 jtm thick Si
cantilever, this resolution is equivalent to -50 kPa.
2.3 CHARACTERIZATION OF STRESS DATA AND DEFINITION OF TERMS
Throughout this document, several important details of an in-situ stress curve will be
emphasized. hpeak will be defined as the thickness at which the derivative of the film stress
passes through zero, or where the behavior transitions from Stage (II) to Stage (III). See Figure
2.5 below.
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Fig. 2.5: Stress-thickness curve for Au on stress-free silicon nitride. The dashed line
indicates hpeak at which the tensile stress is maximum.
Ao is defined as the change in average stress for a given variable change, and is roughly 330 MPa
from h = 10 nm to h = 20 nm in Figure 2.6.
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Fig. 2.6 Average stress curve for Au on stress-free silicon nitride. Ao is defined graphically.
A quantitative measurement of the "reversible" compressive stress was less straightforward, as
the amount of stress change was dependent on the relaxation time. However, short arbitrary
times could be chosen and stress change values over these times were consistent with other
arbitrary times and with other variables. For instance, the tensile rise measured at 100 s is
plotted against the rise at 300 s in Figure 2.7, and both are plotted against temperature in Figure
2.8. The relationship in Figure 2.7 is linear. The relationships of stress at each time to
temperature in Figure 2.8 are also consistent.
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Fig. 2.7: Tensile stress change during interrupts after
100 seconds vs. tensile stress change after 300 seconds.
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Fig. 2.8: Tensile stress change during interrupts after
100 seconds vs. tensile stress change after 300 seconds
as a function of temperature.
Therefore, the reversible stress Arev was defined as the change in stress from the start of an
interrupt to 300 seconds post-interrupt. This stress change was both fully reversible and
provided good signal to noise ratios. A-h,, was defined as the same quantity in stress-
thickness. See Figure 2.9.
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Fig. 2.9: Illustration of A-hrev for an interruption at 45 nm
in an Au film deposited on stress-free silicon nitride.
2.4 CALIBRATION OF HEATING BEHAVIOR FOR SILICON CANTILEVERS
Stress contribution from optical heating was re-calibrated from [FRIE 04] due to the redesign of
the capacitance sensor. Calibration for silicon cantilevers was performed using a 50 nm thick
gold film on the front of a cantilever cleaved from a (100) wafer. To simulate the heat due to
light from the crucible in the absence of deposition, the cantilever was illuminated with the
quartz lamps used to bake the vacuum chamber for outgassing. An AC transformer was used to
adjust the voltage V and intensity of the light incident on the cantilever and stage. V was varied
from 20 V to 140 V in 20 V increments. Stress was measured during heating cycles of 200
seconds and cooling cycles of 100 seconds at each voltage. The cooling behavior for the first
100 seconds after extinguishing the lamps at V = 40 and 60 V, denoted Ao(t), is shown in Figure
2.10.
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Fig. 2.10: Stress behavior of a 50 nm gold film on a silicon cantilever for
the first 100 seconds after 200 seconds of lamp heating at 40 and 60 V.
Using differential thermal expansion between the gold (a = 14.2 x 10-6/C) and silicon (a =
2.6x 10-6/oC), each 1.1 MPa of stress corresponds to 10C of temperature change. The two stress
curves above therefore indicated temperature decreases at 100 seconds of 10C and 170C for the
40 and 60 V heating cycles, respectively. The stress and temperature continued to hold constant
during the final 200 seconds of the 300 second measurement, a trend that was consistent over all
voltages. The total stress change during each off cycle of the lamps is plotted in Figure 2.11 as a
function of voltage and was approximately linear.
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Fig. 2.11: Stress change in 50 nm of Au deposited on H-terminated (111) Si over
100 s of cooling, after heating for 200 s at lamp applied voltages of 20 to 140V.
The equation for the linear fit was
A = 0.45V - 7.86 (2.1)
with Au the total stress change during 100 s of cooling in MPa and Vthe lamp input voltage. By
visual inspection, the intensity of light in the chamber during deposition of gold, silver, and
copper fell between the intensities observed at lamp voltages of 20 V and 40 V.
The time behavior of these simulated interrupts was defined by measuring the amount of time
elapsed before Ao(t) reached 98% of the value at 100 s, designated Atopt. The range of Atopt for
the cooling cycles for all voltages was 59-68 seconds and the average 64 seconds. The lack of
change in this variable indicated that the time constant of this behavior was not significantly
dependent on the amount of heat. Representative thermal stress curves could therefore be
obtained from a measured curve by scaling Au(t) linearly at all time t using Equation 2.1.
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2.5 CALIBRATION OF THERMAL BEHAVIOR IN HOMOEPITAXIAL DEPOSITION
To establish a substrate for homoepitaxy of gold on (111) gold, 250 nm of gold was deposited at
0.1 nm/s directly onto H-terminated (111) silicon cantilevers. Native oxide was removed before
film deposition using a 2% HF solution. This film was then relaxed for 24 hours to be used as
the substrate for continued homoepitaxial deposition. The stress change as a function of time
after interrupting homoepitaxial deposition of 10 nm of gold this substrate at 0.1 nm/s is shown
in Figure 2.12.
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Fig. 2.12: Stress change vs. time after interrupting homoepitaxial deposition
of 10 nm of gold on (111) gold.
Figure 2.13 compares the deposition data in Figure 3 to radiative heating data from Figure 2.10
scaled to a voltage of 32.9 V using Equation 2.1. 32.9 V was chosen to match the stress changes
at 100 seconds in the lamp cooling cycle and the data from homoepitaxial deposition.
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Fig. 2.13: Stress change over 100 s after interrupting homoepitaxial
deposition of 10 nm of gold on (111) gold compared to cooling from a
lamp heating cycle calculated for 32.9 V.
The high degree of overlap between the two curves indicated that the stress change observed
post-interrupt in this homoepitaxial system was cooling of the cantilever and not the relaxation of
intrinsic stress. To confirm this result, the curvature change and stress change were measured
over a range of cumulative gold film thickness. The gold thickness included the original 250 nm
used as the homoepitaxial substrate. Stress data obtained after halting deposition are plotted in
Figures 2.14 and 2.15.
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Fig. 2.14: Stress-thickness change over 100 s after interrupting
homoepitaxial deposition of 10 nm of gold on (111) gold at several
cumulative gold thicknesses.
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Fig. 2.15: Ac(t) over 100 s after interrupting homoepitaxial deposition of
10 nm of gold on (111) gold at several cumulative gold thicknesses.
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The stress-thickness/curvature change in Figure 2.14 was linearly proportional to the film
thickness, with a zero curvature change at zero h. These results were again consistent with a
constant temperature change of 60 C during each interrupt.
To verify that the heating was local to the cantilever, the following experiment compared heating
with the gold film on opposite sides of the cantilever substrate. The reverse surface of the
cantilever was need to be kept free of flux while the film was on the reverse side using a
borosilicate glass slide window. After the gold film on the window was continuous, the stress
change in the cantilever after interrupting subsequent depositions was constant at -0.5 MPa for
deposition of 2 nm of gold at a deposition rate of 0.02 nm/s. The cantilever was then flipped
behind the same glass slide and the same 2 nm deposition repeated. The cantilever curvature
with time switched sign and increased in magnitude by a factor of 16, as shown in Figure 2.16.
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Fig. 2.16: Ao(t) over 100 s after interrupting deposition of gold at 0.02 nm/s
onto a glass slide above cantilevers with gold on opposite sides (see text).
This result indicated that the gold film on the cantilever had been reflecting approximately 94%
of the incident light during deposition. When the black body radiation was calculated using
Planck's Law [HALL 92] and compared to the optical properties of the film and cantilever
[PALI 85], the calculated reduction in both the silicon cantilever and gold film due to reflection
at the gold film on the surface of the cantilever was 98%. At least 96% of the heating observed
during deposition was therefore from light absorbed by the cantilever and not due to background
heating of the stage.
To summarize, interrupt behavior observed in epitaxial gold films could be matched perfectly
using heating from quartz lamps. The interrupt magnitude and time behavior did not
significantly change with the film thickness, either with the lamps or during epitaxial deposition.
Correction for heat during all epitaxial interrupts could therefore be perfomed by subtracting
Au(t) of an interrupt from cycling the lamps with a 7 MPa magnitude from AU(t) of each
epitaxial deposition. This correction is illustrated in Figure 2.17. In gold films deposited
epitaxially onto (111) silicon, there was no observable remainder for any cumulative gold
thickness greater than 10 nm.
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Fig. 2.17: Illustration of correction of stress changes during an interrupt of
homoepitaxial gold.
2.6 CORRECTION OF POLYCRYSTALLINE INTERRUPTS
To determine the magnitude of optical heating during deposition of polycrystalline films, the
experiment performed in Section 2 was repeated on an amorphous silicon nitride coated (100)
silicon cantilever. 250 nm of gold was deposited onto the silicon nitride and allowed to relax for
24 hours. 10 nm of gold was then deposited onto the relaxed gold at 0.1 nm/s and the stress
behavior recorded. The stress behavior during the relaxation after interrupting deposition is
compared to the 260 nm epitaxial interruption behavior in Figure 2.18. In this case, scaling the
lamp interrupt curve to a maximum of 3.5 MPa was required to match the magnitude of the
deposition interruption behavior.
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Fig. 2.18: Stress behavior during interrupts for 10 nm of gold deposited on 250 nm of
(111) gold on (111) silicon (black) and polycrystalline gold on silicon nitride (blue).
The scale for the polycrystalline curve is roughly half that of the epitaxial scale.
While the optical heating curve does not match as well as in the epitaxial case, normalizing the
lamp cooling data to the same terminal magnitude as the deposition relaxation curve gives Aa(t)
values that vary by less than 10% for all t. As in the homoepitaxial case, the magnitude of stress
relaxation did not change during subsequent depositions.
Unrelaxed interrupts from thinner films could not be matched to lamp cooling cycles, as shown
below in Figure 2.19. In this plot, stress relaxation from an interrupt of a 40 nm thick
polycrystalline gold film deposited on silicon nitride is compared to the lamp cooling data from
the relaxed film in Figure 2.18 (red) and lamp cooling data scaled to match the t = 300 s value
from the 40 nm film (blue).
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Fig. 2.19: Comparison of thermal correction data to measured stress
relaxation for a polycrystalline 40 nm gold film deposited on silicon nitride
at 0.1 nm/s.
There were significant differences in magnitude and time behavior between the 40 nm interrupt
and the data from both lamp cooling curves. Attempting to match thermal data to the total
interrupt magnitude also required an unreasonably large calculated lamp voltage of 206 V during
the heating cycle.
As the relaxation data for 10 nm of gold deposited onto 250 nm of relaxed polycrystalline gold
could be well matched with a thermal correction curve with V= 25.2 V, and subsequent
depositions did not change significantly, correction of polycrystalline curves was then
determined to be the same process as in the epitaxial films. All polycrystalline relaxations were
corrected by subtracting Ao(t) for a lamp cooling curve of magnitude 3.5 MPa as the reference.
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The results of this correction are illustrated by comparing interrupt stress relief behavior
measured from a 200 nm thick gold film deposited on silicon nitride to the relaxation from the 40
nm film shown in Figure 2.19 above. The curvature contribution of thermal stresses was
expected to be proportional to the film thickness as in the epitaxial case. As the polycrystalline
films thickened, the contribution of the thermal cooling to the total relaxation was also expected
to increase. Figure 2.20 plots data from an interrupt from a 200 nm polycrystalline gold film
compared to the same 3.5 MPa magnitude cooling curve shown in Figure 10. In this case, the
3.5 MPa heat curve was almost 20% of the total stress change at 300 s. When the Aa(t) from
optical heating was subtracted from the total A(t), the sharper elbow in the relaxation data for
the 200 nm interrupt was removed, as seen below in Figure 2.21. The time behavior therefore
matched the behavior of the 40 nm film.
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Fig. 2.20: Comparison of thermal correction data to measured stress
relaxation for a polycrystalline 200 nm gold film deposited on silicon
nitride at 0.1 nm/s.
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Fig. 2.21: Comparison of corrected relaxation data from 40 nm and 200
nm gold films deposited on silicon nitride at 0.1 nm/s.
The time behavior of all interrupts corrected in this manner continued to be consistent for
subtraction of Aa(t) from the same 3.5 MPa reference curve.
In summary, interrupt behavior observed in polycrystalline gold films was corrected for thermal
effects using a reference curve from heating using quartz lamps. Correction for cooling during
interrupts was performed by subtracting Ar(t) of a reference cooling curve of magnitude 3.5 MPa
at 300 s. This magnitude was chosen to match the interrupt behavior of a thick, relaxed
polycrystalline film that was assumed to approximate the behavior of the epitaxial depositions
described above, and the same reference Ao(t) curve was used for all corrections.
III. KINETIC MONTE CARLO MODELING OF NUCLEATION OF GOLD ISLANDS
ON STRESS-FREE SILICON NITRIDE
3.1 NUCLEATION AND GROWTH
In thin film deposition, similar materials can grow in the continuous mode of Frank-van der
Merwe growth, while unlike materials tend towards isolated island Volmer-Weber (VW) growth
[BAUE 58]. In VW growth, islands nucleate on the substrate surface, impinge and coalesce into
grains of the continuous film. Many studies of stress evolution during this process [HOFF 76]
[NIX 99] [CAMM 00] [SEEL 02] [TAKA 03] have indicated that a tensile stress develops as the
islands coalescence, with the peak stress occurring when the film become continuous. The
magnitude of this tensile stress was strongly dependent on the grain structure in each model. If
islands and grain boundaries are immobile, the coalesced grain structure is mainly determined by
the island nucleation density [THOM 00].
While there are several approaches to deriving the relevant equations for diffusion, one of the
earliest and simplest models is that of transition state theory (TST) [LAID 65]. In TST, diffusion
occurs when an atom vibrates with enough energy to traverse a high energy state between
preferred sites on the lattice surface. For (111) surfaces, the preferred site will be the inside of
the triangle formed by three surface atoms, and the preferred diffusion paths the three midpoints
between the three atoms. (For a more in depth discussion of TST, the reader is referred to
[HANG 90].) The equation for these processes can be defined as
v = 0o ex p  (3.1)
with vo the "attempt frequency" and Ea the activation energy for the specific event, such as
adatom diffusion, step diffusion, kink diffusion, etc.
The nucleation rate of islands on a perfect crystal is determined by the relative rates of diffusion
and atomic flux [MICH 04]. For homogeneous nucleation, the saturation nucleation density is
defined by Equation 3.2,
. Q2F 1*+2 E,.N (77 0* D expr(i* + 2)k,T (3.2)
where N is the number of islands per adsorption site, i* is defined as the stable cluster size
minus 1 (i* = 1 for a dimer, 2 for a trimer, etc.), Q the area of an adsorption site, D the diffusion,
and E, the energy gained by forming the cluster [MICH 04]. = * + 2 ,* O ]
with o,. and a the capture numbers for the stable nucleus size and average of all greater island
sizes. Nucleation density therefore follows a root power law with flux and exponentially with a
multiple of kBT.
However, amorphous surfaces do not exhibit the perfect spacial periodicity of crystals, leading to
large variations in the potential energy of an adatom or molecule on the surface. Instead of
steadily decreasing N with increasing T as in homogeneous nucleation, three regions of
behavior should generally be observed. At low temperatures, adatom diffusion is not sufficient
to fill all traps. Adatoms collide with newly deposited adatoms and form dimers, and
homogeneous nucleation dominates. At T1, diffusion is fast enough to saturate the traps, setting
the nucleation density at or near the trap density. At temperatures high enough for all adatoms to
diffuse out of trapping sites (>T2), nucleation again behaves as in the homogenous case. If the
following conditions are met between T1 and T2,
o E/ED> OT - (1+2E,/ED) (3.3)
QF
with Et the additional binding energy of the trap and OT the areal density of the traps [KOTR 00],
the nucleation behavior will appear athermal. Examples of this behavior, obtained via kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations, are in Figure 3.1 [KOTR 01].
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Fig. 3.1: Plots of results from Monte Carlo simulations of
nucleation in the presence of trapping defects with various
coverages and trapping energies. From [KOTR 01].
As the energy landscape for an adatom on an amorphous surface includes many peaks and wells,
the amorphous substrate characteristics could therefore strongly influence both microstructure
and stress of a growing Volmer-Weber film.
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS
The polycrystalline gold films used in this study were 99.99+% pure gold grown on silicon-
nitride-coated (100) silicon wafers. The low-stress 33 nm thick silicon nitride layers were grown
using chemical vapor deposition. Membranes for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were
created from each (100) cantilever by wet-etching the silicon from the back side of the cantilever
with a solution of 25% hydrofluoric acid, 35% nitric acid, and water, after scribing a mask hole
into the silicon nitride coating. The silicon nitride on the front-side of the cantilever, on which
the gold was deposited, acted as an etch stop so that a composite membrane of 33 nm thick
silicon nitride and 50 nm thick gold spanned the hole in the Si cantilever, which served as a
'frame' for the membrane. This process allowed generation of TEM foils within about 30
minutes after stress measurements were completed. TEM was performed in bright field in a
JEOL 200CX at 200 kV. Temperature values were measured using an in-stage thermocouple.
Temperature differences calculated using differential thermal expansion of the films after
cooling from the measurement temperature to room temperature matched expected values from
the thermocouple within 10%. The substrate temperature of each film was held constant at for
the duration of each stress measurement.
In Figure 3.2, stress-thickness data is plotted for the first 30 nm of deposition of gold deposited
at 0.1 nm/s on silicon nitride at different temperatures. From room temperature to 1500 C, hpeak
did not shift with either temperature increases or rate changes. This data is shown in Figures 3.3
and 3.4. At 175oC and above, the peak thickness increased with both increased temperature and
decreased flux.
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Fig. 3.2: Stress-thickness data measured in-situ for Au deposited at 0.1 nm/s on
silicon nitride during the first 30 nm of deposition at 23, 150, 200, and 250'C.
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Fig. 3.3: Tensile peak location for gold films
deposited at 0.1 nm/s on silicon nitride as a function
of temperature.
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Fig. 3.4: Peak location for gold deposited on silicon
nitride for several growth rates at room temperature.
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To verify that the microstructure was also independent of temperature and rate below 1500 C,
TEM micrographs were obtained of films grown to several nominal thicknesses before and at
coalescence and the tensile stress peak. TEM micrographs of films grown at 25, 150, 225, and
250'C at a nominal thickness of 1 nm are shown in Figure 3.5.
Fig. 3.5: TEM micrographs of 1 nm gold films deposited at a) 25, b) 150, c) 225,
and d) 250'C. Microscopy by Andrew Takahashi.
Other micrographs verified that the coverage of the film increased up to unity within 0.5 nm of
hpeak, as shown in Figure 3.6 and as reported elsewhere [THOM 00].
Fig. 3.6: Progression of film coverage from 1 nm to 11 nm at 0.05 nm/s at room
temperature. Microscopy by Andrew Takahashi.
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In Table 3.1, island densities from the 1 nm TEM micrographs are compared to the island radius
values calculated from the stress data using a 900 contact angle between the islands and the
substrate [THOM 00]. Equivalent radii were calculated from the island densities assuming a
square array of particles. The values from microscopy and stress data are in reasonable
agreement, and the TEM micrographs confirmed the unchanging microstructure indicated by the
stress measurements.
Temperature (oC) N, Nucleation Radius at Continuity 900 Radius From Ratio of TEM radius
Density (N/nm 2) From N (nm) hpeak (nm) to hpeak radius
23 0.0046 10.4 11.6 0.90
150 0.0048 10.2 11.6 0.88
225 0.0020 15.8 16.6 0.95
250 0.0016 17.7 20.0 0.88
Table 3.1: Numerical analysis of nucleation density from TEM micrographs compared to stress data. The third
column is radii calculated from N assuming a square lattice of islands, and the fourth column is radii calculated
from the stress data assuming a 900 contact angle at the island-substrate interface (see [THOM 00]).
3.3 MODELING - KINETIC MONTE CARLO
To investigate the role of nucleation in this microstructural and stress behavior, kinetic Monte
Carlo simulations were used to model the islanding process. A two dimensional hexagonal
lattice of allowed sites was used with periodic boundary conditions. It was assumed that the
average jump length on the amorphous substrate was approximated by the jump length on the
simulation lattice. Jump frequencies for atoms of various coordinations were assigned using
transition state theory, and the model was verified to correctly predict homogenous nucleation of
platinum islands on platinum (111) over a wide range of temperatures [MICH 04].
To account for heterogeneous nucleation, a number of atomic sites were assigned as traps with
higher activation energy for diffusion, denoted ET. The site density, OT, was determined
empirically from the island density from TEM. ET, ED, and vo were used as adjustable
parameters. The nucleation density obtained in simulation was converted to a stress peak value
using the average radius to peak ratio of 0.90 from Table 1. Figure 3.7 shows the values for hpeak
for films deposited at 0.1 and 0.05 nm/s at temperatures from 25 to 2500 C and the curves
obtained using the parameters Or= 0.00075, vo = 2x1012, ED = 0.25 eV and ET= 0.69 eV.
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Fig. 3.7: Stress peak locations for gold grown on silicon nitride at 0.05 and 0.1
nm/s. Lines denote values predicted by Monte Carlo simulations, and dots denote
peaks measured in-situ.
The agreement is very good for both deposition rates, and vo and ED are both reasonable [MICH
04]. The value of Er is high compared to the average adatom diffusion, but the arrival rate of gas
molecules at pressures of 10-9 Torr was several orders of magnitude lower than OT. To verify
that these results were not due to residual adsorption on the cantilever surface from atmospheric
exposure, growths were attempted after an extra 12 h in vacuum both at room temperature and at
2000C. The peak locations were consistent with those presented and are shown as triangles in
Figure 5. Surface-adatom interactions must therefore have determined OT.
3.4 CONCLUSIONS
Using kinetic Monte Carlo methods, it has been demonstrated that island nucleation on
amorphous substrates can be dominated by the spatial characteristics of the amorphous surface.
The simulation parameters providing the best fit to experimental data were OT = 0.00075, vo
2x 1012, ED = 0.25 eV and ET = 0.69 eV. These simulations explained tensile stress peak
thicknesses in gold deposited on silicon nitride that do not demonstrate the thermal dependence
expected from homogeneous nucleation models. The rate data presented in Figure 3 is consistent
with hpeak vs. rate data presented in [VECC 07] for copper deposited on silica, indicating that this
phenomenon is not unique to gold on silicon nitride.
As the tensile stresses generated during polycrystalline VW film deposition have been modeled
to depend inversely on the grain size of the film [HOFF 76] [NIX 99] [CAMM 00] [SEEL 02]
[TAKA 03], control over the initial nucleation density is therefore critical to controlling the
intrinsic stress. As this data, model, and literature data have shown, the quality of the substrate
will have a large influence on N and stress.
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IV. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GRAIN STRUCTURE AND STRESS MAGNITUDE
As detailed in Chapter 1, Chason et. al. [CHAS 02] have argued that the compressive stress
observed in high mobility Volmer-Weber metallic films develops due to adatom trapping at grain
boundaries. The reversible component in this model is associated with out-diffusion from the
boundaries near the surface. Spaepen [SPAE 00] has suggested that the reversible changes are
the result of out-diffusion of adatoms trapped between impinging ledges on growth surfaces.
Freisen [FRIE 04] [FRIE 042] has suggested that the reversible changes are associated with
differences in surface defect densities during growth and equilibrium surfaces. As a role of grain
boundaries is not common to all models, experimental verification of their role should advance
the understanding of this phenomenon.
4.1 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The polycrystalline films used in this study were 99.99+% pure gold grown on silicon-nitride-
coated silicon (100) wafers. The low-stress 33 nm thick silicon nitride layers were grown using
chemical vapor deposition. Gold deposition was carried out in an ultra-high vacuum electron
beam evaporation system with a base pressure of 2 x 10-10 Torr. A quartz crystal monitor was
used to monitor deposition rates and calibrated using atomic force microscopy. Substrates were
cleaved into rectangular cantilevers and supported at one end. Deflection of the end of the
cantilever during deposition was monitored in-situ 3.4 cm from the cantilever support using the
capacitance measured between a stationary 5 mm2 circular plate and the curving substrate. Tip
deflections as small as 1 nm could be measured at a rate of 1 kHz and were converted to stress
using Stoney's equation [STON 09].
To determine the effect of grain structure when other variables were held constant, the following
experiments were conducted. First, control samples (samples of type A) were created by
continuously depositing gold at 0.1 nm/s on low-stress nitride-coated silicon cantilever substrates
at room temperature (23 0C). The tensile stress rise was recorded for 300 s after the deposition
was interrupted when the films reached a thickness of 50 nm. For a second set of samples
(samples B), 25 nm-thick gold layers were deposited at 0.1 nm/s on unused cantilevers at 2000 C.
These films were then annealed at 2000 C for 8 hours. These samples were then cooled to room
temperature and held for another 8 hours before deposition was resumed at 0.1 nm/s. At a total
thickness of 50 nm the deposition was interrupted and the stress recorded. The final set of
samples (samples of type C) were generated by repeating the process used for samples of type B,
but with the 16 hour total interrupt of 25 nm thick films occurring only at room temperature The
process flow for each set of samples is illustrated in Figure 4.1. These three processes led to
films of the same thickness but with three distinctly different mean grain sizes.
Silicon nitride substrate
Deposit 50 n Au Deposit 25 nm Au Deposit 25 nm Au
Rest at RT, 16 h 8 h anneal at 200C,
16 h total
Deposit 25 nm Au Deposit 25 nm Au
Fig. 4.1: Process flow for generating samples with different mean grain sizes.
Membranes for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were created from each (100) Si
cantilever by the following process. After scribing a mask hole into the silicon nitride coating on
the back of the cantilever, the silicon was wet-etched from the back side of the cantilever with a
solution of 25% hydrofluoric acid, 35% nitric acid, and water. The silicon nitride on the front-
side of the cantilever, on which the gold was deposited, acted as an etch stop so that a composite
membrane of 33 nm thick silicon nitride and 50 nm thick gold spanned the hole in the Si
cantilever, which served as a 'frame' for the membrane. This process allowed generation of
TEM foils within about 30 minutes after stress measurements were completed. For TEM
inspection, an accelerating voltage of 200 kV was used. Representative micrographs from the
three types of polycrystalline films are shown in Figure 4.2. The mean grain size was
determined using the linear intercept method for several film locations and images (not shown),
and the average distance between intercepts [ASTM 08] was 33 nm, 56 nm, and 94 nm for
samples A, B, and C, respectively (see Table I).
Fig. 4.2: Representative plan view TEM micrographs of, from left to right, sample types A, B, and C.
Sample A B C epitaxial
Median in-plane 33nm 56nm 94nm infinite
grain size
Tensile stress 80 MPa 46 MPa 29 MPa <1 MPa
relaxation after
300 s
Table 4.1: Grain sizes and tensile stress relaxation magnitude for sample types A, B, and C, and for the
epitaxial film.
It should be noted that the difference in the mean grain size for samples A and B indicates that
grain growth occurred during the room temperature 'anneal' of sample B. Evidence of grain
growth can also be seen in sample A, and is consistent with early reports of room0--temperature
grain growth in Au films [WONG 86].
An epitaxial gold film was also studied for comparison with the polycrystalline films. In this
case, 250 nm of gold was deposited directly on H-terminated (111) silicon cantilevers that had
been etched using a 2% HF solution to remove the native oxide before film deposition. This film
was then relaxed for 24 hours to be used as the substrate for continued homoepitaxial deposition.
As before, 50 nm of gold was deposited at a rate of 0.1 nm/s and stress evolution was
characterized when the deposition was terminated. After deposition, X-ray pole figure analysis
confirmed that the gold film was (111) oriented with two in-plane domain orientations,
[110] Aull [110] Si and [110] Aull [110] Si, corresponding to either fcc-like or hcp-like stacking.
The reversible stress Acrev was defined as the stress change measured 300s after interruption of
growth of a film of thickness h, as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3: Stress-thickness curve for gold deposited at 0.1 nm/s on stress-free nitride. The reversibility of
stress for continuous films is illustrated, with the change in magnitude at 300 s defined as Ac-hrev and the
change in stress over the same time period as Aore,.
Figure 4.4 shows experimentally measured stress vs. time post-interruption for all four of the
sample types described above. In contrast with results previously reported for comparable
epitaxial Cu and Ag films [FRIE 04], no reversible stress change was observed for the epitaxial
gold films. Samples of type A (with the least annealing) had the largest stress rise, and samples
of type C (with the most annealing) showed the smallest.
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Fig. 4.4: Tensile stress increase vs. time after interrupting deposition for the three types of
polycrystalline samples and for the homoepitaxial sample.
Figure 4.5 shows the magnitude of the tensile stress rise 300 seconds after growth termination
versus the inverse of the mean grain size (which is proportional to the grain boundary length per
unit film area). The trend shown in Figure 4.5 is linear within experimental error, and the
polycrystalline data extrapolates to a y-intercept of zero, consistent with the data for epitaxial
films.
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Fig. 4.5: Change in stress for sample types A, B, and C after 300 seconds plotted against inverse
intercept length. The homoepitaxial stress measurement is plotted at an infinite grain size for
comparison.
4.2 SUMMARY
The tensile stress relaxation that occurs during interruptions of growth of these polycrystalline
gold films scales directly with the grain boundary length per unite area of film surface, and no
reversible stress evolution is observed during interruptions of growth of homoepitaxial films.
These observations are consistent with the model proposed for the mechanism of reversible
stress relaxation proposed by Chason et al [CHAS 02]. It is important to note that the correlation
established in this work does not include a kinetic characterization of the reversible process, nor
does it separate the contributions of reversible processes and irreversible processes associated
with stress relaxation or microstructural evolution [KOCH 05]. The kinetics of these processes
will be examined in further chapters.
V. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF POST-DEPOSITION STRESS RELAXATION
The previous chapter showed that the compressive stress could be positively linked to grain
structure, as predicted by the model presented by Chason, et. al [CHAS 02]. As this model relies
on grain boundary self diffusion to relieve stress, a temperature dependence with an activation
energy Ea of approximately 0.5 eV should be verifiable by experiment. The relaxation by
surface smoothing proposed by Spaepen [SPAE 00] should also demonstrate the thermal
activation necessary for surface diffusion.
5.1 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The polycrystalline films used in this study were 99.99+% pure gold grown on cantilevers
cleaved from silicon-nitride-coated (100) silicon wafers. The low-stress 33 nm thick silicon
nitride layers were grown using chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Gold deposition was carried
out in an ultra-high-vacuum electron beam evaporation system with a base pressure of 2 x 10-10
Torr. A quartz crystal monitor (calibrated using atomic force microscopy) was used to monitor
deposition rates. The first 30 nm of each gold film was deposited at 0.1 nm/s. Substrates were
cleaved into rectangular cantilevers and supported at one end. Deflection of the end of the
cantilever was monitored in-situ during deposition 3.4 cm from the support using the capacitance
measured between a stationary 5 mm2 circular plate and the curving substrate. Tip deflections as
small as 1 nm could be measured at a rate of 1 kHz and were converted to stress and strain using
Stoney's equation [STON 09]. Temperature values were measured using an in-stage
thermocouple. Temperature differences calculated using differential thermal expansion of the
films after cooling from the measurement temperature to room temperature matched expected
values from the thermocouple within 10%. The substrate temperature of each film was held
constant at the deposition temperature for the duration of each stress measurement. Figure 5.1
shows a representative stress-thickness curve from a gold film deposited at 0. 1 nm/s at room
temperature. hpeak is as defined in Figure 2.5. a-hi is defined as the stress-thickness at the
conclusion of deposition, with ai the same quantity divided by the total film thickness at
interruption, denoted hint.
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Fig. 5.1: Representative stress-thickness curve for gold deposited on amorphous silicon nitride. hpeak is defined as
the film thickness at which the derivative of the stress-thickness curve becomes negative. a-hi is defined as the
stress-thickness at the conclusion of deposition, with ai the same quantity divided by the total film thickness h.
As the changes in stress and strain were still significant hours after deposition was halted (see
Figure 3), the data were compared to the expected stress and temperature relationships for
power-law creep [FROS 82],
d = Ccr exp ,)  (5.1)
with e the film strain, C a constant with units of s-'-Pa n , a the average stress, Ea the activation
energy for the rate-limiting creep process, and T the absolute temperature. As the stress under
study was intrinsic, a could not be directly varied by applying force. Therefore, the relationship
d debetween - and a immediately after deposition was interrupted was measured. - was
dt dt
approximated by the change in strain over the first second of relaxation. This strain was
calculated by dividing the average stress change over that second by the biaxial modulus of bulk
gold, 130 GPa. The stress at the beginning of the relaxation, a,, was substituted for the
customary applied stress in Equation 5.1.
a, was varied at the beginning of each interrupt in the following ways. First, the thickness at
which the peak tensile stress developed, hpeak, was varied from 8.5-11 nm by varying the
background pressure up to 10-5 Torr using a leak valve flowing forming gas (5% H2, balance
nitrogen). As hpeak decreased with increased pressure, the compressive stress at a given film
thickness h increased. In this way, a, could be varied for a constant 40 nm film thickness at
interruption and constant deposition rate. Secondly, the film thickness at the beginning of the
interrupt, h,,,, was varied from 40-200 nm while maintaining a constant deposition rate of 0.1
nm/s. a, was found to decrease as h,,t increased. Finally, the deposition rate was changed to alter
a, After depositing the first 30 nm of gold at 0.1 nm/s, the deposition rate R was changed to
values of 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.15 nm/s without interrupting deposition. The new rate R2 was
stable after approximately 15-20 seconds in each case. R2 was then maintained until the total
thickness of the gold film was 40 nm. a, was found to decrease as R2 decreased. See Figure 5.2
for representative stress-thickness data curves obtained using these methods. With these
techniques, a, could be varied at room temperature from 70 MPa to 225 MPa.
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Fig. 5.2: Experimental methods of changing ao. a)
changing hi,,, and c) changing R after h = 30 nm.
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5.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 5.3 shows the initial strain relaxation rate versus ai. A linear dependence of C, on ai was
found, independent of the method used to vary ai. As the temperature was maintained at room
temperature during these measurements, the exponential term in Equation 5.1 remained constant.
The exponent n in Equation 5.1 was therefore empirically determined to be 1 for the strain
relaxation process.
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Fig. 5.3: Dependence of strain change after one second as a function of
initial compressive stress.
Figure 5.4 shows , versus at for 50 nm thick gold films deposited at 0.1 nm/s at 75°C, 100oC,
and 150 0C. The results from Figure 1 are also plotted for comparison. As the data points for
elevated temperatures fell on or near the same line established at 250C, increasing the substrate
temperature did not appear to have a significant effect on the initial relaxation rate.
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Fig. 5.4: Dependence of strain change in gold films deposited on silicon nitride after
one second on initial compressive stress at temperatures of 75, 100, and 150'C.
Data from room temperature is included for comparison.
To verify this result, stress relaxations were measured for 18 hours after 50 nm gold depositions
performed with silicon nitride substrate temperatures of 250C, 100C, and 150 0C. The raw data
collected after each interruption of deposition are plotted in Figure 5.5.
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The effect of temperature was determined by dividing the derivative of each curve, dc/dt, by the
-E
stress at each data point. From Equation 5.1, this quantity should be C exp -Ua .~ At all
temperatures, this value was 51 x 1016 s-Pa 1 . The quantity exp a was therefore constant
up to 150C, in agreement with the results obtained by variation of a,.
Empirically, the stress relaxation rate over the first second can be described for the entire
measured temperature range by the equation
= 0.035o, 
-3.6, (5.2)
At
with a in MPa and t in seconds. The lack of a significant temperature dependence indicates that
the rate-limiting relaxation process was not lattice or grain boundary diffusion, and surface
diffusion is also unlikely. These facts eliminate Coble and Nabarro-Herring creep [FROS 82].
The creep rate should be dependent on dislocation density, which in bulk material has been
shown to be temperature dependent and propotional to o2 [ARGO 70] [FROS 82]. Surface
nucleation has also been shown to be power-law dependent on stress and dependent on film
dimension in both modeling and experiment [HORS 01] [DESC 05] [ZUO 05] [GREE 06]. The
low activation and exponent n = 1 therefore additionally indicate that nucleation of dislocations
was not the limiting reaction in this process. The results from this study also differ from
isothermal relaxations measured in annealed silver films by Kobrinsky [KOBR 00], in which
deformation by temperature cycling led to high dislocation densities. Obstacle controlled glide
then led to an expected temperature dependence that was not observed in this study. As obstacle
controlled glide limited by dislocation-dislocation interaction should exhibit an activation energy
of at least 0.2 ub3 [FROS 82], the very low Ea for the strain rates in these as-deposited films
therefore indicates obstacle-free dislocation glide.
The motion of pre-existing dislocations in as-deposited films has been suggested to explain
plastic deformation behavior in nano-indentation experiments in nano-grained material at very
low homologous temperatures [ZHAN 04] [ZHAN 05] and to explain differing responses to
nano-indentation in as-deposited and annealed thin films [LILL 06]. Examination of literature
data for long relaxations of intrinsic stress in sputtered copper [PLET 05] and evaporated iron
[KOCH 05] also show very similar kinetics to those observed here. It is therefore possible that
the rate-limiting process for relaxation of intrinsic stress in thin films is in many cases similar to
nano-indentation experiments in nano-grained materials.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The relief of intrinsic compressive stresses in thin gold films deposited on amorphous silicon
nitride substrates has been shown to have a linear dependence on the initial stress and little or no
dependence on temperature. These dependencies are consistent with an obstacle-free dislocation
glide process for dislocations that exist in the as-deposited film, so that dislocation generation is
not required. These results are also consistent with the behavior of nano-grained films under
nano-indentation [ZHAN 04] [ZHAN 05] [LILL 06] and with stress relaxations in thin films of
other materials deposited by sputtering [PLET 05] and at other homologous temperatures [PLET
05] [KOCH 05]. The lack of a significant temperature dependence also indicates that diffusion
based models for generation and relaxation of the reversible compressive stress are unlikely to be
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correct. An explanation for the combination of temperature dependence and grain size
dependence shown follows in the remaining chapters.
VI. GRAIN GROWTH AND STRESS RELAXATION
Grain growth in metals at room temperature has been observed separately in thin film growth
[WONG 86] [LITA 00] and in nanograin copper, nickel, and aluminum under stress [MORI 03]
[WANG 08] [LEGR 08]. In [ZHAN 04] [ZHAN 05], observation of grain growth in copper
during nanoindentation was extended to cryogenic temperatures. As diffusion is orders of
magnitude too slow at these temperatures to accommodate the magnitude of observed growth
[KAUR 89], there has been extensive modeling work attempting to identify the mechanism
involved. The most promising early models were an atomic shuffle mechanism proposed by
Babcock and Baluffi in 1989 [BABC 89] and grain boundary dislocation glide proposed by
Baluffi and Cahn [BALU 81]. Recently, Cahn et. al. have determined that this low temperature
growth could be explained fully by grain boundary dislocation motion due to shear stress
[CAHN 06]. Using molecular dynamics simulations of a full 1800 rotation of tilt boundaries in
(100) textured gold, grain boundaries were observed to move significantly under shear stress.
The lattice rotation necessary for the motion of atoms into the growing grain was accommodated
by motion through a transition state in the grain boundary dislocation core (see Figure 14 in
[CAHN 06]). Coupled motion of high-tilt, high-misfit boundaries was found to follow the same
geometric equations as small angle boundaries. This indicated that the high angle boundaries
continued to behave as dislocation arrays, with the Burgers vector content as given by the Frank-
Bilby equation [SUTT 95].
In this chapter, strong experimental evidence will be presented supporting abnormal grain
growth as the mechanism of tensile stress change following deposition interrupts. Evidence that
this grain growth is unenhanced with increased temperature will also be presented, satisfying the
requirement of weak temperature dependence of the stress relaxation described in Chapter 5.
6.1 TEM INVESTIGATION OF GRAIN GROWTH POST DEPOSITION
The polycrystalline films used in this study were 99.99+% pure gold grown on silicon-nitride-
coated (100) silicon wafers. The low-stress 33 nm thick silicon nitride layers were grown using
chemical vapor deposition. JEOL 2010 and 2011 transmission electron microscopes (TEM)
operating at 200 kV were used to examine the film grain structure as a function of time from 0.5-
72 hours post-interrupt.
Representative micrographs of the grain structure at 0.5, 2, 24, and 75 hours after concluding
film growth are shown in Figure 6.1. In each case, the sample was held in vacuum until 0.5
hours before starting TEM observation. Using the linear intercept method [ASTM 08], the
average grain diameters were determined to be 49±3.2 nm, 56±4.3 nm, 67±7.5 nm, and 90±9.0
nm. The small matrix grains, defined as "normal" with respect to the abnormal grains, were
determined to have an average grain diameter of 32±2.9 nm. The diameter of these normal
grains were unchanged within the experimental and measurement error for the duration of all
relaxations. Each average grain diameter measured in TEM is plotted as a function of time in
Figure 6.2, with the time axis logarithmic for clarity.
Fig. 6.1 : TEM micrographs of 50 nm Au films grown on silicon nitride annealed in vacuum at room
temperature. Elapsed time after conclusion of growth: (a) 0.5 h, (b) 2 h, (c) 24 h, and (d) 75 h.
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Fig. 6.2: Plot of average grain diameter measured from plan-view TEM
micrographs as a function of relaxation time after film growth.
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Figure 6.3 shows time-lapse snapshots of grain growth that progressed in-situ during TEM
observation. Total elapsed time was 8 minutes, and spanned 70 minutes to 78 minutes post-
deposition. The circled grain exhibited substantial growth, with the bottom right edge of the
grain traveling approximately 375 nm. The grain area increased during this boundary motion
from 0.19 gm2 to 0.30 utm2. The average grain boundary velocity was 375 nm per 480 seconds,
or on the order of 1 nm/s. However, the boundary motion was not continuous. Several growth
events included -50 nm of travel in less than one second, a velocity verified by frame to frame
measurements from full motion videos. For several events, grain boundary motion of tens of nm
was observed in less than a 0.12 s frame, denoting velocities on the order of 100-250 nm/s or
greater. These velocities were several orders of magnitude greater than would be expected for
Fickian diffusion in gold at or near room temperature [KAUR 89].
Fig. 6.3: Time lapse of grain growth observed in-situ in TEM. Elapsed time after
deposition was (a) 60 minutes, (b) 65 minutes, and (c) 68 minutes. Two grains that
exhibited extensive growth are highlighted.
The room temperature growth and boundary velocities observed in this sample were repeated in
other samples. Figure 6.4 shows time lapse micrographs taken during another full motion TEM
video of grain growth in a 50 nm film at room temperature. Elapsed time after deposition is
from 45 minutes (a) to 83 minutes (d).
Fig. 6.4: Time lapse of grain growth observed in-situ in TEM. Elapsed time after
deposition was (a) 45 minutes, (b) 56 minutes, (c) 69 minutes, and (d) 83 minutes. Some
grains that exhibited extensive growth are highlighted.
In Chapter 5, the mechanism leading to the observed stress change was shown to have a weak
temperature dependence. This character of the grain growth observed in TEM was confirmed
using the following experiment. 50 nm gold films were deposited on silicon nitride at 50, 100,
and 150C and annealed at temperature in vacuum for 24 hours. The grain structure of these
films were then compared to the gold film deposited and annealed for 24 hours at room
temperature. Figure 6.5 shows micrographs from each, with the average grain diameters 67±4.5
nm (room temperature), 70+5.0 nm (50°C), 73±4.9 nm (100oC), and 72±4.7 nm (150C),
respectively. There was no clear temperature dependence of grain structure on temperature in
these values.
Fig. 6.5: Comparison of grain structure of a 50 nm thick Au film deposited on silicon nitride
after annealing 24 hours at (a) room temperature, (b) 500C, (c) 1000 C, (d) and 150C.
6.3 DENSIFICATION STRESS
From [THOM 96], the strain due to densification during grain growth should follow the equation
A = Aa x (6.1)
do d
with Ae the biaxial strain, Aa the grain boundary width, do the grain size at time t = 0, and d the
grain size at time t. The change in stress Aa for each grain size change is then obtained by
multiplying AE by the biaxial modulus, which for bulk gold is 130 GPa. Parameters Aa and do
were determined using a least squares fit to the experimental data. Figure 6.6 compares
capacitive stress data measured in-situ with the Aa values obtained using the average grain sizes
from TEM micrographs and the parameters Aa = 0.54 A and do = 30.5 nm.
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Fig. 6.6: Plot of stress change calculated from grain size measurements against stress changes measured
from cantilever curvature in-situ. Stress values are the amount of change in the tensile direction
following growth interruption. Time is plotted on a log scale to allow discrimination of early data points,
and the dotted line is drawn between in-situ stress measurements to aid the eye.
The plotted values are the positive (tensile) increase in stress from t = 0 at the end of deposition.
0.54 A is reasonable for the grain boundary width Aa [MICH 04], and the do value of 30.5 nm is
within the error range of the average matrix grain diameter measured from TEM micrographs.
The tensile stress changes post-deposition can therefore be accounted for by densification due to
grain growth from a do of 30.5 nm over the entire 72 hour range of time.
6.4 DRIVING FORCE FOR ABNORMAL GRAIN GROWTH
For abnormal grain growth to occur, the growing grains must have an energy advantage over
those that do not exhibit growth [FROS 92]. Possible advantages include surface energy, strain
energy, or plastic compliance [THOM 96]. In these gold films deposited on silicon nitride, it has
been observed that the abnormal grains exhibit (111) fiber texture exclusively. This texture is
not exclusive in the normal matrix, as shown in Figure 6.7.
Fig. 6.7: Plan view TEM of a 50 nm thick Au film. The selected area diffraction pattern on the left is from the
large grain in the center of the image and shows (111) texture. The diffraction pattern on the right, taken from a
larger selected area, showed rings indicating grains of textures other than (111) were also present in the film.
When pre-coalescence islands were examined for fiber texture, the [ 111] diffraction ring was
dominant, as shown in Figure 6.8.
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Fig. 6.8: a) Planview TEM showing a nominal thickness of 1 nm of gold deposited on silicon nitride. Inset:
Selected area diffraction pattern taken from many gold islands showing [111], [200], [220], and [131] diffraction
rings. b) Gaussian peak fitting to an intensity profile drawn from the center of the diffraction pattern, with the
[111] peak on the left and the [131] peak on the right. The background from the amorphous nitride has been
subtracted. Microscopy by Andrew Takahashi.
the area under Gaussian peaks fit to the [111], [200], [220], and [131] rings was calculated. With
relative intensities of 2131, 864, 334, and 134, respectively, the dominant fiber texture of the
gold islands was most likely [110] and/or [-112] [EDIN 76].
To determine the approximate interfacial energy of (111) gold and the silicon nitride substrate, a
continuous gold film was annealed at 6000 C to induce dewetting. These dewetted particles have
been shown to have a strong (111) fiber texture [GIER 05]. A high-angle view of the resultant
gold particles imaged in secondary electron microscopy (SEM) is shown in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.9: SEM image of dewetted gold particles on low stress CVD silicon nitride.
Angle of tilt is 750. Microscopy by Amanda Giermann.
The contact angle between the substrate and the particle is determined by the equation
y7 cos 0 + 7 = 7, (6.2)
where yf, yi, and y, are the surface energies of the particle, substrate-particle interface, and
substrate, respectively, and 0 is the contact angle. By convention, 0 = 0O is perfect wetting, and
8 = 1800 is perfect non-wetting. Using a contact angle from the image in Figure 6.11 of
approximately 125' and estimated values of 0.77 J/m 2 for yf and 1.1 J/m2 for ys [TODD 93]
[UPPE 94], yi can be estimated to be 1.5 J/m 2.
MD simulations of surface energies of gold have predicted that the energy per area increases by
12-50% from the (111) to (110) facet, depending on the potentials used [TODD 93] [UPPE 94].
Applying the same percentage energy increase to (111) and (110) facets at the interface predicts
y values of 1.7-2.3 J/m 2. The energy gained by a texture change of (110) to (111) should
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therefore be on the order of 0.5 J/m 2. This value is equivalent to 1 x10 7 J/m 3 for a 50 nm thick
film.
This interfacial energy difference is roughly equivalent to the driving force for grain boundary
curvature, as calculated by Equation 6.3.
Ay = 7GB x k (6.3)
Ay is the driving force, yGB is the grain boundary energy, and k is the radius of curvature of the
grain. For a grain boundary energy of -0.5 J/m 2 [NIX 99], this driving force ranges from 5 x106
J/m 3 for a 100 nm grain radius to 4 x 107 J/m 3 for a 15 nm grain radius. This radius range
includes the majority of grains observed in the 50 nm thick Au films investigated.
The upper bound for the strain energy gained by texture evolution is the total strain energy of the
film, described by Equation 6.4.
2
U =- - (6.4)
2E
U is the stored strain energy, a- is the average stress, and M is the biaxial modulus. For a 50 nm
thick gold film with a stress of 200 MPa, the total strain energy was 1.5x 105 J/m 3.
The maximum value for strain energy gain was roughly two orders of magnitude less than that
calculated for interfacial energy reduction. The (111) texture of the abnormal grains also
indicates that interfacial/surface energy constituted the energy advantage required for abnormal
growth, as strain energy should favor (100) texture [THOM 96]. However, energy gains at the
surfaces of the film do not provide a mechanism for grain boundary motion in the absence of
diffusion. The intrinsic stress in the film must therefore enable the grain boundary motion
observed per the model described by Cahn in [CAHN 06], with interfacial and surface energies
determining the direction of the stress-driven boundary motion.
While grain growth is not itself reversible, this mechanism of tensile stress generation is not
incompatible with the overall recovery of intrinsic stress after resuming growth. This issue will
be addressed in Chapter 7.
6.5 GRAIN GROWTH AND DENSIFICATION DURING FILM DEPOSITION
In [WONG 86], Wong et. al. reported that growth of the normal matrix grains of gold on
oxidized silicon was linear with the film thickness. The normal grains in a 100 nm thick gold
film deposited on silicon nitride at 0.1 nm/s thickness were measured to be 61±3.6 nm. This
growth was linear from the 32 nm diameter measured at h = 50 nm, indicating that growth was
also occurring during deposition in this gold on silicon nitride system. Using Equation 6.1 and
the parameters Aa = 0.54 A and do = 30.5 nm determined from the relaxation data, an estimate
for the densification stresses during growth could be calculated. In [WONG 86], the normal
grain size was observed to be linear with film thickness with a y-intercept of zero, and the data
presented here is consistent with that result. Figure 6.10 shows the amount of tensile stress due
to densification predicted by Equation 6.1 and a linearly increasing normal grain size. On the
same plot are the experimentally measured stress for gold deposited at 0.1 nm/s on silicon nitride
and the compressive stress that results from subtracting the densification stresses from the
measured stress. For these calculations, the abnormal growth observed post-deposition was
assumed to be absent during deposition.
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Figure 6.10: Tensile stresses from densification due to grain growth, experimentally
measured stress, and the compressive stress required to produce the measured stress
when densification is included.
In summary, these results demonstrate that the tensile stress rise after interrupting deposition can
be accounted for by densification stresses due to the annihilation of boundary free volume during
abnormal grain growth. The lack of a thermal dependence of this growth was consistent with the
stress kinetics presented in Chapter 5 and with grain boundary motion enabled by shear stresses
as in [CAHN 06]. Using the parameters determined by fitting Equation 6.1 to the tensile
interrupt stress rise, densification stresses due to grain growth during deposition were also
calculated. These stresses were found to be significant compared to the stresses measured in-
situ.
6.5 SUMMARY
The magnitude of the post-interrupt tensile stress changes measured in-situ can be accounted for
by densification due to abnormal grain growth observed in-situ during TEM. Data was fit using
the parameters Aa = 0.54 A and do = 30.5 nm in Equation 6.1. The abnormal grain growth
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appears to be driven by a surface and interfacial energy minimization, as shown by a texture
analysis of pre-coalescence islands, continuous films, and individual abnormal grains. The
surface energy advantages were also shown to be much larger than the largest possible strain
energy advantages. Finally, the magnitude of compressive stresses necessary to produce
experimentally measured average stresses was shown to be larger than initially assumed, as the
grain growth during deposition creates significant tensile densification that must be accounted
for.
VII. MODEL FOR COMPRESSIVE STRESS GENERATION
As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2 and extensively in literature [SHUL 96] [SPAE 00] [CAMM
00] [CHAS 02] [FRIE 04] [KOCH 05], the compressive stress and tensile relaxation exhibited by
high mobility metallic films appear to be reversible. Chapter 4 related the relationship between
grain structure and the magnitude of these stresses, and it was shown in Chapter 6 that the tensile
post-interrupt stress rise could be attributed to abnormal grain growth. As the grain growth itself
was not reversible, the recovery of stress during resumed growth in interrupted depositions must
be reconciled.
7.1 STRESS AND GRAIN STRUCTURE IN FILMS WITH LONG INTERRUPTS
Stress recovery has been extensively documented for short interruption times (see Figure 2.9 and
[SHUL 96] [SPAE 00] [CAMM 00] [CHAS 02] [FRIE 04] [KOCH 05]). To determine the
reversibility of longer relaxations, the in-situ stress was measured for a 100 nm thick gold film
continuously deposited on silicon nitride at 0.1 nm/s. This data was compared to stress in a
second film grown in an identical manner with a 24 hour relaxation period added at h = 50 nm.
The average stress for each of these films is plotted against film thickness in Figure 7.1. TEM
micrographs of the final grain structures of the two films at h = 100 nm are shown in Figure 7.2-a
and -b, with average grain diameters plotted in Figure 7.3.
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Fig. 7.1: Average stress vs. film thickness for a gold film deposited continuously at 0.1 nm/s
on silicon nitride and for a film deposited similarly with a 24 hour interrupt at h = 50 nm.
Fig. 7.2: Plan view TEM micrographs of the grain structure in 100 nm thick gold films
deposited on silicon nitride a) continuously and b) with a 24 hour relaxation at 50 nm.
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Fig. 7.3: Plot of grain diameters in gold films with a 24 hour relaxation after 50 nm of film
growth (squares) against those measured in a gold film deposited continuously (circles).
Solid symbols are average diameters, while open symbols are average diameter of the
normal matrix grains.
The abnormal growth during the 24 hour interrupt at h = 50 nm is clearly visible in 7.2-b.
However, the average diameter of normal grains in the continuously deposited films has
increased from 32+2.9 nm at h = 50 nm to 61±3.8 nm at h = 100 nm, while the same thickness
increase in the relaxed film has increased the normal grain diameter from 32±2.9 nm to only
42±3.5 nm. This difference is also plotted in Figure 7.3. The difference in average grain
diameters of the continuously deposited and interrupted films had therefore decreased to less
than 10%, with an average diameter of 95±5.1 nm and 105±4.2 nm, respectively. The majority
of the increase in grain diameter due to abnormal grain growth during relaxation during the
interruption in deposition of the relaxed film was therefore offset by the reduction in growth rate
of normal grains during the second half of deposition.
In [WONG 86] and [LITA 00], the grain size of the majority of the grains in gold and aluminum
films were found to be linearly related to the film thickness. Grain sizes during growth of both
the continuously deposited gold film and the film with the interrupt at 50 nm were therefore
interpolated linearly between the initial and final values measured from TEM micrographs. This
data is plotted below in Figure 7.4.
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Fig. 7.4: Grain size as a function of thickness for the two films for which stresses are plotted
in Figure 7. 1. Data is a combination of grain diameters measured by linear intercept from
TEM (squares) and values interpolated linearly from measured values (circles).
7.2 INCREMENTAL STRESS
For the purposes of this discussion, the term "incremental stress" will be defined as the average
stress in a new incremental thickness of deposited film as calculated from the change in
measured average stress for the entire film thickness. For instance, in Figure 7.5 below, the
thickness of an initially stress free film layer is doubled. If the average measured stress was 100
MPa, then the incremental stress in the second half of the thicker film must have been 200 MPa.
Note that it has been assumed that there has been no stress generated in the bulk of the originally
stress-free metal layer.
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Fig. 7.5: Graphical definition of "incremental stress." In this representation, the incremental
stress in the second half of the metal layer is 200 MPa, giving an average stress of 100 MPa.
Using the data from Figure 6.10, the incremental stresses over each 10 nm increment of gold
deposition were calculated for a continuous deposition. The plot of the compressive stress in
each increment following the tensile peak and continuity is plotted below in Figure 7.6.
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Fig. 7.6: Incremental compressive stress as a function of cumulative incremental thickness past the
tensile peak at h = 11 nm for a gold film deposited continuously on silicon nitride at 0.1 nm/s.
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For the gold film with the 24 hour interrupt at 50 nm, the densification stresses at each
incremental thickness could be calculated using Equation 6.1 and the grain diameter data in
Figure 7.4. The compressive stress that resulted from subtracting these densification stresses
from the stress measured in-situ and plotted in Figure 7.1 was then used to calculate the
incremental compressive stress for this deposition. In Figure 7.7, the incremental stresses for
each 10 nm of deposition after the relaxation are plotted against the incremental stresses from the
continuous deposition shown above.
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Fig. 7.7: Incremental compressive stress for 10 nm thickness increments plotted against the
cumulative incremental thickness after the tensile peak (blue) and after resuming deposition (red).
The incremental compressive stresses are large immediately after continuity and immediately
after the relaxation. In the first case, the small do leads to significant densification stress,
requiring large compressive stresses to compensate and produce the stresses measured in-situ. In
the case of resumption, the average stress has increased by approximately -90 MPa from h = 50
nm to h = 60 nm, requiring that the stress in this new layer be -600 MPa after including 11 MPa
densification stress.
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When considering models that rely on stresses at the surface of the film, the 25 GPa surface layer
stress necessary to produce an incremental stress of 600 MPa appears to be prohibitive. While
the incremental stress for the thin, continuously deposited film includes a significant tensile
densification stress that was calculated using TEM grain size data, (see Figure 6.10), grain
growth only contributes 11 MPa to the incremental stress for the first 10 nm of resumed growth.
Thus the 600 MPa incremental stress in the first 10 nm increment of resumed growth was
calculated assuming only that the compressive stresses were generated entirely in the newly
deposited material. Bulk defects were therefore concluded to be necessary to obtain the
compressive stresses observed in experiment.
7.3 GRAIN BOUNDARY INTERSTITIALS AND COMPRESSIVE STRESS
Previous chapters defined the relationship between compressive stress, relaxation stress, and
grain size, and the analysis in Section 7.2 showed the necessity of bulk defects to explain the
magnitude of compressive stress. The following analysis explores the incorporation of grain
boundary interstitials as the mechanism for generation of compressive stress during deposition of
high mobility Volmer-Weber thin films.
Qualitatively, the termination of grain boundary dislocations at a crystal surface provide the
lowest energy sites for metal surface adatoms, as the sites often provide higher coordination for
an adatom than the bulk lattice. As the film continues to grow, terraces from the two neighbor
grains will encroach and close around the adatom. If the adatom cannot escape the grain
boundary site and attach to the nearby terraces, the grain boundary will form with the adatom as
a point interstitial defect. It has been reported that this configuration may still be energetically
favorable, as the surface stress of the metal can be relaxed by the inclusion of defect atoms in the
surface layer [PAU 06]. This energetic advantage is also the basis of the herringbone
reconstruction observed in the (111) surfaces of gold and platinum [NARA 92] [MICH 04].
However, further layer addition causes the surface to move away from the interstitial atom,
removing the energy advantage. If the kinetics are insufficient for diffusion of the interstitial
back to the surface, the defect will remain in the boundary as a bulk defect. This process is
illustrated in Figure 7.8.
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Fig. 7.8: Illustration of the process for incorporation of an interstitial at a grain boundary during
growth of a metal thin film. The purple adatom is initially attached to the top of a grain boundary,
but as the film continues to grow, step ledges grow together and around the adatom. The adatom
atom then becomes a compressive grain boundary interstitial.
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This model is qualitatively different from the Chason grain boundary stuffing model [CHAS 02].
First, it does not require an excess chemical potential from other nearby adatoms to drive an
atom to diffuse below the film surface. The energetic advantage of attachment at the termination
of grain boundary dislocations is provided by increased coordination, and these adatoms become
interstitial defects as they are trapped by encroachment of nearby surface steps. Diffusion out of
the grain boundary after interrupting growth is also not required to explain the tensile rise after
deposition, as the tensile stress rise has been ascribed to the abnormal growth shown above.
The plausibility of grain boundary interstitials as the source of the compressive stress was
evaluated as follows. First, the elastic strain for a full population of grain boundary interstitials
at the edges of a square grain was calculated for the range of grain sizes observed experimentally
(See Figure 7.9). Interstitials were assumed to contribute the entirety of their volume to strain.
This maximum stress and strain is plotted below in Figure 7.10 as a function of grain diameter.
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Fig. 7.9: Schematic of atomic arrangement used for calculation of strain due to incorporation of a
full population of interstitials at the boundaries of a square grain.
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Fig. 7.10: Compressive stress and strain for full population of grain boundary
interstitials as a function of grain size.
The incremental compressive stresses measured in-situ and plotted in Figure 7.7 could then be
compared to the maximum compressive stresses calculated and plotted in Figure 7.10. The grain
size for each incremental stress was taken from Figure 7.4, and the grain boundary occupancy
rate was then calculated by dividing the measured incremental stress values by the maximum
stress values calculated for each corresponding grain diameter. The occupancy is plotted against
total film thickness below for both the continuously deposited film and the film with the 24 hour
relaxation at h = 50 nm.
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Fig. 7.11: Percentage of grain boundary interstitial occupancy calculated from grain diameters
and in-situ stress for continuous deposition of gold on low-stress silicon nitride (black) and
from two 50 nm gold depositions interrupted by 24 hours (red).
The steady state for the grain boundary interstitial occupancy rate appeared to be at or near 5%
for the majority of the continuous deposition, with a slight increase near the onset of continuity.
The occupancy rate during the resumption begins at a much higher value of 63% before
approaching the same steady state value of 5%. Qualitatively, the higher initial values can be
explained by the following sequence. At the beginning of a film deposition, the grain boundaries
are free of interstitials. As adatoms are trapped in the boundaries, these defects cause the new
metal layers that form above the interstitials to become highly stressed. This will reduce the
energetic advantage of attachment on top of the grain boundary, and possibly repel adatoms that
diffuse nearby. After further growth, an interstitial will be buried under several layers, and
adatom attachment to grain boundary sites will again be advantageous. Grain growth during
deposition may also contribute to the accommodation of defects, as densification will
compensate for the compressive stress, and grain boundary motion may annihilate defects or
sweep them to surfaces. Eventually, a steady state will be reached as this process occurs over the
entire film.
7.4 SUMMARY
To summarize, the compressive stresses observed during the deposition of polycrystalline, high
mobility gold films could be explained using a simple model of trapping of adatoms as grain
boundary interstitials. This model is consistent with the grain boundary dependencies described
in Chapter 4 and with the necessity of bulk defects described in Section 7.2. Grain boundary
diffusion was not required for either the incorporation of defects into the film bulk or for the
tensile stress increases after deposition was interrupted. These mechanisms satisfy the
requirements imposed by the weak thermal dependencies described in Chapter 5.
VIII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 SUMMARY
A new capacitive stress sensor was designed to overcome noise issues that arose early in the
investigation. New thermal correction procedures revealed that gold, copper, and silver films
deposited on H-terminated (111) Si substrates did not demonstrate the "reversible" stress
behavior that has been the subject of much study [SHUL 96] [SPAE 00] [CAMM 00] [CHAS
02] [FRIE 04] [KOCH 05]. This result was in contrast to earlier reported data [FRIE 042]. In the
study following this result, the intrinsic stress evolution during polycrystalline Volmer-Weber
thin film growth was characterized using in-situ stress monitoring during growth of metallic
films on amorphous and crystalline substrates, and ex-situ characterization of grain structure.
Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations were used to investigate the relationship between
characteristics of the amorphous surface, nucleation and growth of islands, and the tensile
stresses observed as films continue to grow. It was demonstrated that island nucleation on
amorphous substrates can be dominated by the spatial characteristics of the amorphous surface.
The simulation parameters providing the best fit to experimental data from gold deposited on
silicon nitride included a trapping energy of ET = 0.69 eV. The high activation energy for
heterogeneous nucleation sites explained why stress peak thicknesses in these gold films did not
demonstrate the thermal dependence expected from homogeneous nucleation models.
It was shown that the tensile stress relaxation that occurs during interruptions of growth in
polycrystalline gold films scales directly with the grain boundary length per unite area of film
surface. As no reversible stress evolution was observed during interruptions of growth of
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homoepitaxial films, these observations were consistent with the model proposed for the
mechanism of reversible stress relaxation proposed by Chason et al [CHAS 02].
However, the kinetics of the compressive stress generation and tensile stress rise processes did
not support the mechanism of atomic grain boundary diffusion. In Chapter 5, the relief of
intrinsic compressive stresses in thin gold films deposited on amorphous silicon nitride substrates
was shown to have a linear dependence on the initial stress and little or no dependence on
temperature. The lack of a significant temperature dependence indicated that diffusion based
models for generation and relaxation of the reversible compressive stress are unlikely to be
correct. These dependencies were consistent with an obstacle-free dislocation glide process for
dislocations that exist in the as-deposited film, so that dislocation generation is not required.
These results were also consistent with the behavior of nano-grained films under nano-
indentation [ZHAN 04] [ZHAN 05] [LILL 06] and with stress relaxations in thin films of other
materials deposited by sputtering [PLET 05] and at other homologous temperatures [PLET 05]
[KOCH 05].
In Chapter 6, it was shown that abnormal grain growth in gold on silicon nitride occurs post-
deposition at or near room temperature. When the densification stresses were calculated, a grain
boundary free volume parameter of 0.54 A, and an initial grain size of 30.5 nm, the entirety of
the tensile stress rise after interruption could be accounted for. The (111) fiber texture of the
abnormal grains indicated that the driving force for growth was surface energy, not strain relief.
Further, calculation of the densification stresses during deposition based on these parameters and
increase in grain size of the normal matrix grains indicated that large tensile stresses should be
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present during growth. The compressive stress magnitudes required to offset these densification
stresses and produce the average compressive stresses measured in experiment must therefore be
larger than previously assumed [SHUL 96] [SPAE 00] [CAMM 00] [CHAS 02] [FRIE 04]
[KOCH 05].
Finally, in Chapter 7, the compressive stresses observed during the deposition of polycrystalline,
high mobility gold films was explained using a simple model of trapping of adatoms as grain
boundary interstitials. This offered model is consistent with the grain boundary dependencies
described in Chapter 4 and with the necessity of bulk defects described in Section 7.2. Grain
boundary diffusion was not required for either the incorporation of defects into the film bulk or
for the tensile stress increases after deposition was interrupted. These mechanisms also satisfy
the requirements imposed by the weak thermal dependencies described in Chapter 5.
8.2 FUTURE WORK
There are two natural extensions of this research into stress behavior during deposition of
metallic thin films. First is grain growth by dislocation motion, and second is the transition from
Type I (refractory) to Type II (low melting point) stress behavior.
While the motion of grain boundaries by grain boundary dislocation glide offers the best
explanation for nano-crystalline grain growth at low temperatures, modeling of the mechanism
has focused on special, easily modeled cases [KONI 03] [CAHN 06] [LI 06]. The effect of
traction of the film to the substrate interface on the boundary motion remains unknown. This
traction should influence both the mobility of the boundary and the deformation of neighboring
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grains during growth. In fact, it may be that the lack of grain growth exhibited by refractory
metal films may be due to greater adhesion to the substrate. As experiments have demonstrated
grain growth in nano-crystalline copper at cryogenic temperatures [ZHAN 04] [ZHAN 05] and
under tensile stress [MORI 03], it might be expected that refractory metals should also exhibit
some degree of growth. However, the copper films investigated in [MORI 03] were deposited at
room temperature, indicating that the nature of the interface could be dependent on the
homologous temperature of the metal film at deposition. Therefore, the following study could be
enlightening. First, a metal such as gold or copper, in which the room temperature grain growth
is known to occur, could be deposited at temperatures low enough to force refractory type as-
deposited grain structures. These structures could then be returned to room temperature and the
grain structure investigated as a function of time. In this way, the structural prerequisites for
room temperature abnormal could possibly be identified.
It should be noted that the nature of a metal to amorphous, insulating substrate interface is at
present comparatively unknown. Investigation into the differences between pre-coalescence
islands of one metal deposited at Type I and Type II homologous temperatures, such as fiber
texture, island morphology, and nucleation density, may provide some insight into the
thermodynamics of each interface. Stress measurements carried out in-situ should verify the
transition between tensile and compressive behaviors. Computer simulations of the crystalline-
amorphous interface may also aid the investigation, but it is likely that a basic knowledge of the
as-deposited island structure and texture will improve the accuracy of simulations.
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The motion of twist boundaries under applied stress should also be investigated. TEM
diffraction patterns demonstrated that the texture of the normal matrix grains did not show the
dominant (111) texture of the abnormal secondary grains. It is therefore required that the
dislocation glide mechanism for grain growth allow for some degree of twist at the original grain
boundary. A more accurate description of the grain growth exhibited should therefore include
study of the mechanism for twist boundary migration.
Another avenue for investigating the grain growth is by arresting it using ambient gases. It has
been shown that the incorporation of oxygen during growth of aluminum interconnect lines can
limit the grain size of the film [LITA 00]. Experiments in which differing concentrations of
oxygen leaked into the vacuum chamber after the deposition of an aluminum film could then halt
growth at different stages or to different degrees. Maintaining an oxygen partial pressure during
aluminum deposition may also be informative, but care would need to be taken to prevent
nucleation of new grains as the film grows vertically. Renucleation would likely cause a
transition from Type II to Type I behavior, as seen in sputtered copper [PLET 05].
The extension of the stress curve catalog across the transition from refractory to low melting
point grain structures could also prove useful for explaining the transition in stress behavior. The
change in behavior from Type I to Type II has been demonstrated in iron [KOCH 05], but
investigation of the film structure and stress behavior at temperatures very near the transition
were not reported. As the grain structure of the deposited metal film has been shown to be a
strong factor in determining the intrinsic compressive stress, it is important to establish the
correlation between the temperatures of transition in stress behavior and transition in
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microstructure. This could be accomplished within the temperature limitations imposed by the
sensor design by chilling gold, silver, and/or copper films to low temperatures or by choosing a
material with a transition temperature between 23 and 300'C. The former would be preferable
due to the larger body of experimental curves for these materials. The limited number of fcc
metals with melting temperatures suitable for location of the transition temperature in the desired
range also suggests cooling as a more practical approach.
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APPENDIX A: SENSOR DRAWINGS
The sensor is three stainless steel parts, one for each potential. The central part, called sense, is
the used as the capacitance plate and has an area of 5.0 mm 2 on the exposed surface. The sense
cylinder was located inside a ring electrically contacted to the guard potential, and the guard ring
was located inside a ring connected to ground. Each ring is separated at facing flat and curved
surfaces by 25 jim thick Kapton polyimide foil. The triaxial wire enters through concentric,
unthreaded holes on the side of each ring. Contacts were maintained using 2-56 (guard, sense)
and 4-40 (ground) Allen set screws that compress exposed wire to the wall of each ring hole.
The top, cantilever facing surfaces of the three parts were planarized and polished. One 4-40
ceramic screw was used to secure the tightly secure the three components was inserted into the
sense component through concentric holes in the sides of the guard and ground components
opposite the cantilever.
The assembly was screw-mounted onto a flat stainless steel plate cut to fit onto the same transfer
arm used for 3" wafer holders. The cantilever is mounted on a separate steel block
approximately 100 [tm thicker than the total sensor stack, providing the required distance to
satisfy the designed offset in the sensor electronics. An electronic system designed by ADE
Corporation to convert capacitance into voltage was used to monitor deflection of the cantilever.
Data from the ADE electronics was collected and recorded using a Labview program written for
the purpose. Raw data collected was collected at 1 kHz and written to one file for high time
resolution analysis. Data was also treated with a Fourier filter and averaged to remove acoustic
noise from the cryogenic pumps and other building sources and saved to another file. Spatial
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resolution for this system was on the order of 1 nm. Pictures of the assembled components
mounted are in Figure 2.4, and a diagram of the mounted cantilever is in Figure 2.3-b.
Following are the computer aided design (CAD) drawings of each part of the ring sensor as
submitted to machining. Figure A. 1 is the CAD drawing of the sense component, A.2 the guard
component, and A.3 the ground component. Figures A.4 and A.5 are shaded and transparent
views of the assembly, respectively.
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Fig. A.2: CAD drawing of the Guard component of the capacitive sensor.
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Fig. A.3: CAD drawing of the Ground component of the capacitive sensor.
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APPENDIX B: HEAT CALIBRATION FOR GLASS SUBSTRATES AND
CORRECTION FOR HEAT IN HOMOEPITAXIAL COPPER AND SILVER
B.1 COMPARISON TO HEAT CALIBRATION FOR THE REPLACED SENSOR AND
WITH GLASS SUBSTRATES
The calibration for radiative heating for the sensor designed by Dr. Friesen is described in
Section 7.2 of [FRIE 04] and plotted in Figure 7.2 of [FRIE 04]. In this experiment, a
borosilicate glass cantilever was first coated with a continuous gold film to act as a conductive
electrode plate in the capacitance measurement. To isolate the radiative heat contribution to
stress during metal deposition, a glass slide was inserted between the cantilever and the crucible.
This slide was used to shield the cantilever from deposition while allowing some radiative
transmission. Copper was then deposited at 0.1 nm/s onto the glass slide window. Stresses
measured in the cantilever were then from differential thermal expansion between the glass
substrate and the gold film electrode on the back side of the cantilever. The stress-thickness data
from the original measurement has been reproduced in Figure B. 1. Also included in the figure is
data for an exact recreation of this experiment with the redesigned sensor used for all
measurements in this document. The gold electrode film thickness during the original calibration
was not recorded, leaving some error in the magnitude of the reproduced curve. However, it was
known that the gold electrodes used for glass slides were designed to be continuous for good
conduction but thin to reduce curvature contributions during in-situ stress measurements. The
gold electrode film thickness was therefore assumed to be 30 nm, which is thin but continuous
for gold on glass [MONI 04].
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Fig. B. 1: Comparison of stress changes during deposition of copper at 0.1
nm/s onto a glass window above coated cantilevers for the original and
redesigned capacitive sensors.
The higher coefficient of thermal expansion of the gold electrode (a = 14.1 x 10-6/C) than the
borosilicate glass (a 3 x 10-6/C) should cause cantilever deflection away from the sensor as the
cantilever temperature increases. For deflections measured during film deposition, this positive
curvature correlates to tensile stress in the growing film. The reason for the compressive sign in
the original calibration data is thus unclear. However, the two curves are both approximately
linear over the first 200 seconds of measurement, and the difference in slopes over this time scale
is roughly a factor of 4, at -0.0027 N/m-s and 0.00065 N/m-s. These similarities indicate that the
original calibration had been successfully reproduced.
In [FRIE 04], the data in Figure B.1 was cited during discussions of stress in homo- and hetero-
epitaxial films. Specifically, the much larger slopes at the beginning of deposition and
interruptions in deposition were cited as significantly larger from the slope at the beginning of
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the stress curve measured during radiative heating of the glass cantilever. These larger slopes
were then used to make conclusions about the role of surface defects in the generation and
relaxation of compressive stress.
However, repeating the calibration procedure using lamp heating described in Chapter 2 of this
document showed very different results for the glass substrates than was observed in silicon
substrates. To compare the heating in both substrates, 50 nm of gold was deposited on both
materials. Each cantilever and film was then exposed to the heating lamps for 200 seconds using
an AC voltage of 40 V. In both cases, the gold film was maintained on the side of the cantilever
facing the crucible to simulate a growing film. Figure B.2 plots the cooling data for the first 100
seconds after extinguishing the lamps for both cantilever materials.
IStress behavior during cooling, Si
15 Stress behavior during cooling, Sis
15 - Stress behavior during cooling, Glass
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W 10-
o
C5
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I ' ' 4 ' 6I ' o ' o
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Time (s)
Fig. B.2: Comparison of stress changes during cooling after heating silicon
and glass cantilevers coated with 50 nm of gold using quartz lamps (see
text).
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From this data it is clear that a new thermal calibration must be performed for each new substrate
material, as both the magnitude and time behavior of stress during purely radiative heating cycles
were considerably different for borosilicate glass and silicon.
B.2 HEAT CORRECTION IN HOMOEPITAXIAL SILVER AND COPPER
To determine the heat correction for copper and silver homoepitaxy as for homoepitaxial gold,
the procedure for thermal calibration detailed in Chapter 2 was repeated for copper and silver
deposition on H-terminated (111) Si. Calibration for each material was performed using a 50 nm
thick film on the front of a cantilever cleaved from a (100) wafer. To simulate the heat due to
light from the crucible in the absence of deposition, the cantilever was illuminated with the
quartz lamps used to bake the vacuum chamber for outgassing. An AC transformer was used to
adjust the voltage V and intensity of the light incident on the cantilever and stage. V was varied
from 20 V to 140 V in 20 V increments. Stress was measured during heating cycles of 200
seconds and cooling cycles of 100 seconds at each voltage. The total stress changes during each
off cycle of the lamps for copper and silver are shown in Figure B.3. The time behavior of the
stress curves obtained was identical to that of the gold films in Chapter 2. Equations for the
linear fit of A(t) vs. V for copper and silver were
Accu = 0.57Vcu -9.71 (B.1)
and
AAg = 0.34VAg -5.67, (B.2)
respectively.
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Fig. B.3: Stress change over 100 s of cooling after heating for 200 s at lamp applied
voltages of 20 to 140V. Films were 50 nm thick Cu and Au films deposited on H-
terminated (111) Si and allowed to relax for 24 h.
50 nm of copper and silver were then deposited at 0.1 nm/s on hydrogen terminated (111) Si
substrates. Correction for heat during the first 300 seconds post-deposition could again be
perfomed in the same manner as the epitaxial gold films detailed in Chapter 2. Ao(t) of an
interrupt from cycling the lamps with a 11 MPa magnitude for the copper (Vc = 36 V from
Equation B.1) and a 6.0 MPa magnitude for the silver (VAg = 34 V from Equation B.2) were
subtracted from A(t) of each epitaxial deposition The result is shown in Figure B.4, with data
from polycrystalline copper (B.4-a) and silver (B.4-b) films and epitaxial and polycrystalline
gold films (B.4-c) shown for comparison. In all cases the epitaxial films showed very little to
zero change after deposition was interrupted. The relaxation behavior observed after interrupting
deposition of polycrystalline gold, copper, and silver films was therefore concluded to be absent
during homo- and hetero-epitaxial deposition on H-terminated (111) silicon.
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Fig. B.4: Plots of tensile interrupt at 500 A thickness in a) gold, b) silver, and c) copper
deposited at 1 A/s on silicon nitride and H-terminated (111) Si.
In summary, the contradiction between these results and those reported in [FRIE 04] and [FRIE
042] appears to be an error in calibration of heat effects in the original results. Heat calibration
data obtained using a glass substrate was shown to be inapplicable to stress curves obtained in
depositions on silicon substrates. As shown in Figure B.2, the magnitude and initial slope of the
cooling curves were very different for the two substrates. Figure B.4 demonstrates the outcome
when the appropriate silicon cantilever thermal calibration was applied to relaxation data from
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stress curves obtained from Au, Ag, and Cu gold films. This result was significantly different
from the result presented previously in [FRIE 042] and shown in Figure 1.9 of this document.
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APPENDIX B: CODE FOR KINETIC MONTE CARLO
// Version history:
// 1.1: First working version, 2D
// 1.2: Much optimized version of 1.1
// 1.3: Includes Schwoebel barrier, but still 2D
// 1.4: Includes input for deposition rate, no Schwoebel
// 2.1: Working boundary detection for 1.4
// 2.2: Included domain nucleation, but no allowances for domain boundaries
// 2.3: 2.2 with NEW RANDOM FUNCTION
// 2.4: Attempt at boundary motion -- may not happen anyway during growth,
might be better to deal with it in interrupts
// 2.5: 2.3 with grain size distribution, activation energy based diffusion,
and periodic writing to files
// Het nuc: trapping sites included
#include "stdafx.h"
#include "stdio.h"
#include "stdlib.h"
#include "time.h"
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include "randomc.h"
#include "mersenne.cpp"
#include "mersennetwister.h"
//#include "mtrand.h"
using namespace std;
int totalatoms; // number of atoms
int atomnumber = 0; // counts atoms attached
int islandcounter = 1; // counts attached islands
int sidesize;
float totalsize;
int sites [2000][2000]; // initialize all sites with O's, much larger than #
of atoms to fall
int trappingsites [2000][2000]; // holds the traps in a parallel array
int atoms [4000000][3]; // initialize atom description array with O's, each
atom has x, y coordinate
int islandnumber [2000][2000][2]; // keeps track of which island is which
int islanddomain [20000]; // keeps track of which domain an island is, up to
20000 islands
int islandsize [20000]; // holds island sizes, used for distribution
int a;
int b;
int c;
float R; // deposition rate in A/s
int large = 0; // boolean for large or small grid (>1 or <1 atoms per cycle)
double movementspersecond;
int32 seed = time(0); // random seed
//output variables that are useful
int outputcycle = 0;
int adatoms [21];
int surfaceatoms [21];
int numberofatoms [21];
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int numberofislands [21];
int boundaryatoms [21];
// use character strings for filenames
char outputfilel
char outputfile2
char outputfile3
char outputfile4
char outputfile5
char outputfile6
char outputfile7
char outputfile8
char outputfile9
char outputfilelO
char outputfilell
char outputfilel2
char outputfilel3
char outputfilel4
char outputfilel5
char outputfilel6
char outputfilel7
char outputfilel8
char outputfilel9
char graphicsfilel [13]=
g',rA s r lae, p , h 3,i , c ,'s ,1', ., t',x ,'t };
char graphicsfile2 [13]=
{char graphicsfile, p , h, 'i' ,c, ,'2, t13] , x t};
char graphicsfile3 [13]=
{char graphicsfile, [13]p,hv,i , cs '3',.,'t,'xt};
char graphicsfile4 [13]=
{ g', r','a',' p ,'h','i , c','s','4', , t ,' x ', t };
char graphicsfile5 [13]=
g', r', a I,I l p , 1 h , i , c , s ,'5', . ,'t ,'x , t };
char graphicsfile6 [13]-
{ g', r', a',l p , 'h','i', c ,'s , '6', . ', t , x','t };
char graphicsfile7 [13]=
{ g ,'r','a' ,'p ,'h I,'i c ' I, 7 , . , t , x , t };
char graphicsfile8 [13]=
{ g ,'r','a ,' p','h','i',c ,' s ,I8','.','t , x','t };
char graphicsfile9 [13]-
{ g , r','a',' p ,rh , hi , c ,ls , 9 ,l. , t ,' x ,'t };
char graphicsfilel4 [14]=
{ g , r , a ,' p , h , i , c , s , 1 , 0 , , t , x , t'};
char graphicsfilell [14]=
{ g , r , a II p , h [,1 i , c , s , 1 , 1 , , t , x , t };
char graphicsfilel2 [14]=
{'g', r', a ,' p , 'h , i','cy, s ,'1', 2','.', t', x , 't };
char graphicsfilel3 [14]=
{'g ,'r ,'a', p , h','i', c','s', 1','3',1. ,'t','x , 't'};
char graphicsfilel4 [14]=
char graphicsfilel5 [14]=
{'g , r','a',' p ','h','i , c , s', 1','5 ,'.','t , x','t'};
char graphicsfilel6 [14]=
{'g , r','a', p ,'h','i ,'c','s', 1','6', .' ,'t , x', t'};
[12]= {'o', 'u , t , p , u , t , l 1 , . , t , x , t };
[12]= {'o', u , t ,' p , u , t', 2', , t' , x , t };
[12]= {'ow, Vu ', t , p ', 'u , t , 3',' ,'t , x , t };
[12]= {'o','u','t' ,' p , u , 't','4','.','t','x' 4 t x , t };
[12]= {o , u , t , p , u , t , 5 , , t , x , t };
[12]= {o ,'u , t , p , u , t , 6 , , t , x , t };
[12]= { o', u , t , p , u , t , 7 , , t , x ', t };
[12]= {'o', u', t',' p', u , t , 8', . , t , x , t'};
[12]= {'o ', u' 't ' ' p I,'u', t , 9', .1, t' , x', t'};
[13]= {' o , u , t , p , u , t , 1', 0 , t , x , t };
[13]= {'o ,'u','t',' p , u', t , 1 , 1 , . , t', x', t'};
[13]= {'o','u','t','p','u','t','1','2',' ','t','x ,'t'};[13]= {'o', u ,' t , p , u , t , 1 , 3' , . , t , x , t };
[13]= { O ,'u','t',' p ,' u , t , f1', 4 , . , t , x , t };
[13]= {'o',' u', t', p , u , t', 1 , 5', . , t', x , t };
[131= Iwo" UY l v I pI fu I Vt f f y '' 1.1 1 1 JFIty . 1 xI It[13]= {'o', u , t' ,'p , u', t , 1 l , 6 , . , t , x I, t };
[13]= { o , u , t , 'p , u ,' t , 1 , 7 , t , x , t };
[13]= { o ,' u ,' t ,'p ,' u , t , 1 , 8 ,' t I, x I, t };
[13]= { o',' u , t , 'p ,' u ,' t I, 1', 9 , t , x , t };
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char graphicsfilel7 [14] =
{'g','r','a','p ','h','i', 'c', 's', ','7', ','t','x','t'};
char graphicsfilel8 [14]=
' ' 'r','a','p','h' , 'i' c s 1','8',' ','t','x','t'};
char graphicsfilel9 [14] =
{ 'g', 'r', 'a', 'p ', 'h', 'i', 'c', 's', 'I1 ', '9', ' ','t','x','t'};
int tmain(int argc, TCHAR* argv[])
{
cout << "Please verify that your number of atoms is divisible by 10 times
your rate.\nThis will give the right number of cycles.\n\n";
cout << "How many atoms would you like to deposit? (Max 4000000): ";
cin >> totalatoms;
cout << "\nHow large is the'square on a side? (Max 2000): ";
cin >> sidesize;
totalsize = sidesize * sidesize;
cout << "\nEnter the deposition rate in A/s: ";
cin >> R;
float T;
cout << "\nEnter the temperature in K: ";
cin >> T;
// SET PROBABILITIES FOR SURF DIFF HERE
double D = 2000000000000*exp(-0.25/0.000086174/T);
double threeodds = 2000000000000*exp(-1.8/0.000086174/T)/D;
double twoodds = 2000000000000*exp(-1.3/0.000086174/T)/D;
double oneodds = 2000000000000*exp(-0.800/0.000086174/T)/D;
double stepodds = 2000000000000*exp(-0.60000/0.000086174/T)/D;
double zeroodds = 2000000000000*exp(-0.4/0.000086174/T)/D;
double trapodds = 2000000000000*exp(-0.65/0.000086174/T)/D;
// debug
double trapescapes = trapodds * D;
// end debug
double atomspersecond = 0.5 * R * totalsize;
movementspersecond = D;
if (totalatoms * movementspersecond / atomspersecond < 1)
{
cout << "Less than 1 cycle\n";
int z;
cout << "Press x, then enter to write to file and quit: ";
do
{
z = getchar();
if(z == EOF) break;
} while(z != 'x');
return 0;
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if (movementspersecond / atomspersecond < 1.0)
large = 1;
TRandomMersenne rg(seed);
//srand (time (NULL));
//MtRng64 rgfloat;
unsigned long long init[4]
0x45678ULL};
size t length = 4;
//rgfloat.init(init, length);
MTRand mt(seed);
{0x12345ULL, 0x23456ULL, 0x34567ULL,
0; a<totalatoms; a++)
atoms[a] [0]
atoms[a] [1]
atoms[a] [2]
- 0;
= -1;
= -1;
(a = 0; a < 21; a++)
surfaceatoms[a] = 0;
numberofatoms[a] = 0;
numberofislands[a] = 0;
boundaryatoms[a] = 0;
(b = 0; b<sidesize; b++)
for (c = 0; c<sidesize; c++)
sites[b] [c] = 0;
trappingsites[b] [c] =
islandnumber[b] [c] [0]
islandnumber[b] [c] [1]
0;
= -1;
- -1;
(c = 0; c<20000; c++)
islanddomain[c] = 0
islandsize[c] = 0;
// need to initialize the trapping sites
int numberoftrappingsites = totalsize * 0.00075;
int trappingsitesloop = 0;
int trappingx = 0;
int trappingy = 0;
for
{
for
}
for{
for
{
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for (trappingsitesloop = 0; trappingsitesloop < numberoftrappingsites;
trappingsitesloop++)
{
trappingx = rg.IRandom(0, (sidesize - 1));
trappingy = rg.IRandom(0,(sidesize - 1));
trappingsites[trappingx] [trappingy] = 1; // trapping site is labeled as
on
}
double cycles = 0;
double totalcycles = totalatoms * movementspersecond / atomspersecond;
if (atomspersecond / movementspersecond > 1)
large = 1;
int j = atomspersecond / movementspersecond; // used to add multiple atoms if
necessary
float divisioncheck = atomspersecond / movementspersecond - j; // test for
remainder;
int divisionchecks;
if (divisioncheck > 0.0)
divisionchecks = 1;
else
divisionchecks = 0;
outputcyclel
outputcycle2
outputcycle3
outputcycle4
outputcycle5
outputcycle6
outputcycle7
outputcycle8
outputcycle9
outputcyclel0
outputcyclell
outputcyclel2
outputcyclel3
outputcyclel4
outputcyclel5
outputcyclel6
outputcyclel7
outputcyclel8
outputcyclel9
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
= totalcycles
20; // outside the loop to keep the ops down
20 * 2;
20 * 3;
20 * 4;
20 * 5;
20 * 6;
20 * 7;
20 * 8;
20 * 9;
20 * 10;
20 * 11;
20 * 12;
20 * 13;
20 * 14;
20 * 15;
20 * 16;
20 * 17;
20 * 18;
20 * 19;
while (cycles < totalcycles) //
do:
as long as there are still atoms to deposit,
{
cycles = cycles + 1;
if (cycles == outputcyclel 1 cycles == outputcycle2 I cycles
outputcycle3 cycles outputcycle4 cycles == outputcycle5 | cycles ==
outputcycle6 I cycles == outputcycle7 cycles == outputcycle8 cycles ==
outputcycle9 [ cycles -= outputcyclel0 I cycles -= outputcyclell I cycles
-- outputcyclel2 I1 cycles == outputcyclel3 1F cycles == outputcyclel4 1I
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
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cycles == outputcyclel5 i cycles == outputcyclel6 1 cycles == outputcyclel7
cycles == outputcyclel8 I cycles == outputcyclel9)
{
ofstream outputfile;
ofstream graphicsfile;
ofstream histogramfile;
if (cycles == outputcyclel)
{
outputfile.open (outputfilel);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfilel);
cout << "1" << endl;
outputcycle = 1;
}
if (cycles == outputcycle2)
{
outputfile.open (outputfile2);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfile2);
cout << "2" << endl;
outputcycle = 2;
}
if (cycles == outputcycle3)
{
outputfile.open (outputfile3);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfile3);
cout << "3" << endl;
outputcycle = 3;
}
if (cycles == outputcycle4)
{
outputfile.open (outputfile4);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfile4);
cout << "4" << endl;
outputcycle = 4;
}
if (cycles == outputcycle5)
{
outputfile.open (outputfile5);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfile5);
cout << "5" << endl;
outputcycle = 5;
}
if (cycles == outputcycle6)
{
outputfile.open (outputfile6);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfile6);
cout << "6" << endl;
outputcycle = 6;
}
if (cycles == outputcycle7)
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outputfile.open (outputfile7);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfile7);
cout << "7" << endl;
outputcycle = 7;
}
if (cycles == outputcycle8)
{
outputfile.open (outputfile8);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfile8);
cout << "8" << endl;
outputcycle = 8;
}
if (cycles == outputcycle9)
{
outputfile.open (outputfile9);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfile9);
cout << "9" << endl;
outputcycle = 9;
}
if (cycles == outputcyclel0)
{
outputfile.open (outputfilelO);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfilelO);
cout << "10" << endl;
outputcycle = 10;
}
if (cycles == outputcyclell)
{
outputfile.open (outputfilell);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfilell);
cout << "11" << endl;
outputcycle = 11;
}
if (cycles == outputcyclel2)
{
outputfile.open (outputfilel2);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfilel2);
cout << "12" << endl;
outputcycle = 12;
}
if (cycles == outputcyclel3)
{
outputfile.open (outputfilel3);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfilel3);
cout << "13" << endl;
outputcycle = 13;
}
if (cycles == outputcyclel4)
{
outputfile.open (outputfilel4);
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graphicsfile.open (graphicsfilel4);
cout << "14" << endl;
outputcycle = 14;
}
if (cycles == outputcyclel5)
{
outputfile.open (outputfilel5);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfilel5);
cout << "15" << endl;
outputcycle = 15;
}
if (cycles == outputcyclel6)
{
outputfile.open (outputfilel6);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfilel6);
cout << "16" << endl;
outputcycle = 16;
}
if (cycles == outputcyclel7)
outputfile.open (outputfilel7);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfilel7);
cout << "17" << endl;
outputcycle = 17;
}
if (cycles == outputcyclel8)
{
outputfile.open (outputfilel8);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfilel8);
cout << "18" << endl;
outputcycle = 18;
}
if (cycles == outputcyclel9)
{
outputfile.open (outputfilel9);
graphicsfile.open (graphicsfilel9);
cout << "19" << endl;
outputcycle = 19;
}
// atoms array output first so that graphics can be built from it
graphicsfile << sidesize << endl;
graphicsfile << atomnumber<< endl;
for (b = 0; b<atomnumber; b++)
{
if (atoms[b] [0] == 1 && islandnumber[atoms[b] [1]] [atoms[b] [2]] [0]
!= 0)
surfaceatoms[outputcycle] = surfaceatoms[outputcycle] + 1;
atoms[b] [0] = 3;
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if (islandnumber[atoms[b] [1]][atoms[b] [2]][0] == 0)
atoms[b] [0] = 4;
boundaryatoms[outputcycle]
atoms[b] [0]
}
boundaryatoms[outputcycle] +
if (atoms[b] [0] == 0)
{
adatoms[outputcycle] = adatoms[outputcycle] + 1;
}
/*if (islanddomain[islandnumber[atoms[b] [1]][atoms[b] [2]][0]]
atoms[b] [0] = 1;*/
graphicsfile << atoms[b] []<< " " << atoms[b] [2] << " " <<
<< endl;
int finalislandcount = 0;
for (a = 0; a < islandcounter; a++)
islands and the size of each island
int
for
{
// calculates the current number of
islandcountflag = 0;
(b = 0; b < sidesize; b++)
for (c = 0; c < sidesize; c++)
if (islandnumber[b] [c] [0] == a && islandcountflag ==
finalislandcount++;
islandcountflag = 1;
islandsize[a]++;
else if (islandnumber[b] [c] [0] == a)
{
islandsize [a] ++;
outputfile
outputfile
outputfile
outputfile
endl;
outputfile <<
numberofatoms
outputfile <<
"Deposition rate: " << R << endl;
"Temperature: " << T << endl;
"Atoms per second: " << atomspersecond << endl;
"Adatom jumps per second: " << movementspersecond <<
"Number of atoms on substrate: " << atomnumber << endl;
[outputcycle] = atomnumber;
"Number of islands: " << finalislandcount << endl;
numberofislands[outputcycle] = finalislandcount;
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outputfile << "Thickness: " << totalatoms / atomspersecond * R << " A"
<< endl;
outputfile << "Side length: " << sidesize << endl;
outputfile << "Total number of sites: " << totalsize << endl;
int area = sidesize * 0.3 * sidesize * 0.3;
outputfile << "Total \"real\" area (nm2): " << area << endl;
for (b = 0; b<sidesize; b++)
int d;
for (d = 0; d<b; d++)
outputfile << " ";
for (c = 0; c<sidesize; c++)
{
if (trappingsites[c] [b] != 0 && sites[c] [b] != 0)
outputfile << "T" << " ";
else if (trappingsites[c] [b] != 0 && sites[c] [b] == 0)
outputfile << "t" << " "
else if (sites[c] [b] == 0)
outputfile << " "
else
outputfile << sites[c] [b] << " "
}
outputfile << endl;
outputfile << endl << endl << endl;
for (b = 0; b<sidesize; b++) // will output the island array, only
useful if islandcounter < 10
int d;
for (d = 0; d<b; d++)
outputfile << " "
for (c = 0; c<sidesize; c++)
{
if (islandnumber[c] [b] [0] == -1)
outputfile << " " << " ";
else
outputfile << islandnumber[c] [b] [0] << " ";
outputfile << endl;
outputfile << endl << endl << endl;
for (b = 0; b<sidesize; b++) // will output the domain array
int d;
for (d = 0; d<b; d++)
outputfile << " ";}
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for (c = 0; c<sidesize; c++)
if (trappingsites[c] [b] == 0)
outputfile << " " << " ";
else
outputfile << trappingsites[c] [b] << " ";
outputfile << endl;
outputfile.close ();
graphicsfile.close ();
}
if (large == 0) // if there will be at most one atom this cycle
float p = atomspersecond / movementspersecond;
float testp = rg.Random(); //rand()%p;
int x = rg.IRandom(0,sidesize - 1); //rand()%(sidesize-l);; // x
coordinate
int y = rg.IRandom(0,sidesize - 1); //rand()%(sidesize-l);; // y
coordinate
if (testp < p && sites[x] [y] ==
{
atoms[atomnumber] [2] = x;
atoms [atomnumber] [2] = y;
sites[x] [y] = 1;
atomnumber = atomnumber +
else if (large == 1)
{
if (divisionchecks == 0) // if the number is divisible, can just
add that number of atoms
int addone = 0;
for (addone; addone < j; addone++)
int x = rg.IRandom(0,sidesize - 1);//
rand()%(sidesize-l); // x coordinate
int y = rg.IRandom(0,sidesize - 1);//
rand()%(sidesize-l); // y coordinate
if (sites[x] [y] == 0)
atoms[atomnumber][1] {
atoms[atomnumber] [2] = y;
sites[x] [y] = 1;
atomnumber = atomnumber + 1;
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else // otherwise, will have to calculate the probability of that
last atom
int addone = 1;
for (addone; addone < j; addone++)
1);//rand()%(sidesize-l)
1);//rand()%(sidesize-l)
int x = rg.IRandom(0,sidesize -
;; // x coordinate
int y = rg.IRandom(0,sidesize -
;; // y coordinate
if (sites[x] [y] == 0)
atoms[atomnumber]{[1] =
atoms[atomnumber] [2] = x;
sites[x] [y] = 1;
atomnumber = atomnumber + 1;
float p = atomspersecond / movementspersecond;
float testp = rg.Random(; //rand()%p;
// x coordinate
// y coordinate
int x = rg.IRandom(0,sidesize -
int y = rg.IRandom(0,sidesize -
1); //rand()%(sidesize-1);;
1); //rand()%(sidesize-l);;
if (testp < p && sites [x] [y]
{
atoms[atomnumber] [1] =
atoms[atomnumber] [2] =
sites[x] [y] = 1;
atomnumber = atomnumber
= 0)
+ 1;
:0; j<R; j++) // now for each timestep, do:
int k;
for(k=0; k<atomnumber; k++)
int neighbor = 0;
int xl, xc, xr, yu,
xc = atoms[k] [1];
yc = atoms[k] [2];
yc, yd;
if (atoms[k] [1] == 0)
int j;
for(j={
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xl = sidesize - 1;
xr = atoms[k] [1] + 1;
else if (atoms[k] [1] == sidesize - 1)
{
xr = 0;
xl = atoms[k] [1] - 1;
}
else
{
xl = atoms[k] [1] - 1;
xr = atoms[k] [1] + 1;
if (atoms[k] [2] == 0)
{
yu = sidesize - 1;
yd = atoms[k] [2] + 1;
}
else if (atoms[k] [2] == sidesize - 1)
{
yu = atoms[k] [2] - 1;
yd = 0;
}
else
{
yu = atoms[k] [2] - 1;
yd = atoms[k] [2] + 1;
// now assign atom status
if (sites[xc] [yu] == 1)
{
neighbor = neighbor + 1;
}
if (sites[xr] [yu] == 1)
{
neighbor = neighbor + 1;
}
if (sites[xl] [yc] == 1){
neighbor = neighbor + 1;}
if (sites[xr] [yc] == 1)
{
neighbor = neighbor + 1;}
if (sites[xl] [yd] == 1)
{
neighbor = neighbor + 1;
}
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if (sites[xc] [yd] == 1)
{
neighbor = neighbor + 1;
(neighbor == 0)
atoms[k] [0] = 0;
else i
attached to
islandnumber[xc] [yu] [0];
islandnumber[xr] [yu][0];
islandnumber[xr] [yc] [0];
islandnumber[xc] [yd] [0];
islandnumber[xl] [yd] [0];
f (neighbor > 0 && neighbor < 6)
atoms[k] [0] = 1;
// give each edge atom the island number it's
int temporaryislandnumber = -1;
//int temporarydomain = -1;
if (islandnumber[xc] [yu] [0] > 0)
{
temporaryislandnumber =
(islandnumber[xr] [yu] [0]
temporaryislandnumber
(islandnumber[xr] [yc][O]
temporaryislandnumber
if (islandnumber[xc] [yd] [0]
{
temporaryislandnumber
if (islandnumber[xl] [yd] [0]
temporaryislandnumber
if (islandnumber[xl] [yc] [0]
temporaryislandnumber
> 0)
> 0)
> 0)
> 0)
> 0)
islandnumber[xl] [yc] [0];
islandnumber [xc] [yu] [0]
temporaryislandnumber)
islandnumber[xr][yu][0]
temporaryislandnumber)
islandnumber[xr] [yc] [0]
temporaryislandnumber)
islandnumber[xc] [yd] [0]
temporaryislandnumber)
islandnumber [xl] [yd] [0]
temporaryislandnumber)
islandnumber[xl] [yc] [0]
temporaryislandnumber))
temporaryislandnumber;
if ((islandnumber[xc] [yu] [0] == -1 I
== 0 I islandnumber[xc] [yu][O] ==
&& (islandnumber[xr] [yu] [0] == -1 I
== 0 islandnumber[xr] [yu] [0] ==
&& (islandnumber[xr] [yc][0] == -1 I
== 0 I islandnumber[xr] [yc] [0]
&& (islandnumber[xc] [yd][0] == -1 I
== 0 I islandnumber[xc] [yd] [0]
&& (islandnumber[xl] [yd] [0] == -1 I
== 0 II islandnumber[xl] [yd] [0]
&& (islandnumber[xl] [yc][0] == -1 II
== 0 islandnumber[xl] [yc] [0] ==
islandnumber[xc] [yc] [0] =
// unless it's a boundary atom
else
{
islandnumber[xc][yc][0] = 0;
else
{
islandnumber [xc]
islandnumber[xl]
islandnumber[xl]
[yu] [0]
[yc] [0]
[yd] [O]
atoms[k] [0] = 2;
if (islandnumber[xc] [yc] [] =
==-1 && islandnumber[xr] [yu]
==-1 && islandnumber[xr] [yc]
== -1 && islandnumber[xc] [yd]
= -1 &&
[0] == -1
[0] == -1
[0] == -1)
islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber[xr]
islandnumber[xl]
islandnumber[xr]
islandnumber[xl]
islandnumber[xc]
[yc]
[yu]
[yu]
[yc]
[yc]
[yd]
[yd]
= islandcounter;
= islandcounter;
= islandcounter;
= islandcounter;
= islandcounter;
= islandcounter;
= islandcounter;
int nucleatedomain = rg.IRandom(0,1); //
rand()%2;
if (nucleatedomain
islanddomain[islandcounter] = 1;
else
{
islanddomain[islandcounter] = 2;
islandcounter = islandcounter + 1;
int temporaryislandnumber = -1;
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//int temporarydomain
if
islandnumber[xc] [yu] [0];
(islandnumber[xc] [yu] [0] > 0)
temporaryislandnumber =
if (islandnumber[xr] [yu] [0] > 0)
temporaryislandnumber =
islandnumber[xr] [yu] [0];
islandnumber[xr] [yc] [0];
if (islandnumber[xr] [yc][0] > 0)
{
temporaryislandnumber =
if (islandnumber[xc] [yd] [0] > 0)
temporaryislandnumber =
islandnumber[xc] [yd] [0;
if (islandnumber[xl] [yd] [0] > 0)
temporaryislandnumber =
islandnumber[xl][yd][0];
if (islandnumber[xl] [yc] [0] > 0)
temporaryislandnumber =
islandnumber[xl] [yc][0];
islandnumber[xc] [yu] [0]
temporaryislandnumber)
islandnumber[xr] [yu][0]
temporaryislandnumber)
islandnumber[xr] [yc] [0]
temporaryislandnumber)
islandnumber[xc] [yd] [0]
temporaryislandnumber)
islandnumber[xl] [yd] [0]
temporaryislandnumber)
islandnumber [xl] [yc] [0]
temporaryislandnumber))
temporaryislandnumber;
if ((islandnumber[xc] [yu] [0] == -1
== 0 islandnumber[xc] [yu] [0]
&& (islandnumber[xr] [yu] [0] == -1 I
== 0 i islandnumber[xr] [yu] [0]
&& (islandnumber[xr] [yc] [0] == -1
== 0 i islandnumber[xr] [yc] [0]
&& (islandnumber[xc] [yd][0] == -1
== 0 i islandnumber[xc] [yd] [0]
&& (islandnumber[xl] [yd][0] == -1 I
== 0 i islandnumber[xl] [yd] [0]
&& (islandnumber[xl] [yc] [0] == -1 [
o 0 islandnumber[xl] [yc] [0]
islandnumber[xc] [yc] [0]
// unless it's a boundary atom
-1;
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else
islandnumber[xc] [yc] [O] = 0;
// if the atom is an adatom and not stuck, move it one
random space
if (atoms [k] [0]
if (trappingsites[xc][yc] != 1)
int direction;
direction = rg.IRandom(0,5); // rand()%6;
// each direction is assigned a number,
randomly applied, and the new coordinates are stored in dummy variables
if (direction == 0){
[k] [1] = xc;
[k] [2] = yu;
[atoms[k] [1]]
[xc] [yc] = 0;
[atoms[k] [2]] = 1;
if (direction == 1)
atoms
atoms
sites
sites
[k] [1] = xr;
[k] [2] = yu;
[atoms[k] [1]]
[xc] [yc] = 0;
if (direction == 2)
atoms[k] [1] = xl;
atoms[k] [2] = yc;
sites [atoms[k] [1]]
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
if (direction == 3)
atoms[k] [1] = xr;
atoms[k] [2] = yc;
sites [atoms[k] [1]]
sites[xc][yc] = 0;
if (direction == 4)
atoms[k] [1] = xl;
atoms[k] [2] = yd;
sites [atoms[k] [1]]
[atoms[k] [2]] = 1;
[atoms[k] [2]]
[atoms[k] [2]] = 1;
[atoms[k] [2]] = 1;
atoms
atoms
sites
sites
else
{
else
{
else
else{{
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sites[xc][yc] = 0;
else if (direction
atoms[k] [1] =
atoms[k] [2] =
sites[atoms[k]
sites[xc] [yc]
xc;
yd;
[1]] [atoms[k] [2]]
= 0;
islandnumber[xc] [yc] [0] = -1;
islandnumber[xc] [yc][1] = -1;
if (trappingsites[xc][yc]
trappingsites
trappingsites
trappingsites
trappingsites
trappingsites
trappingsites
[xc]
[xr]
[xl]
[xr]
[xl]
[xc]
[yu]
[yu]
[yc]
[yc]
[yd]
[yd]
double determineodds = mt();
if (determineodds < trapodds)
int direction;
direction = rg.IRandom(0,5); // rand()%6;
// each direction is assigned a number,
randomly applied, and the new coordinates are stored in dummy variables
if (direction == 0)
atoms[k] [1] = xc;
atoms[k] [2] = yu;
sites[atoms[k] [1]]
sites[xc][yc] = 0;
[atoms[k] [2]] =
else if (direction == 1)
atoms
atoms
sites
[k] [1] =
[k] [2] =
[atoms [k]
xr;
yu;
[1]] [atoms[k] [2]]
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
if (direction == 2)
atoms[k] [1] = xl;
atoms[k] [2] = yc;
else
{
else
{
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sites [atoms[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]]
sites[xc][yc] = 0;
if (direction == 3)
atoms[k][1] =
atoms[k] [2] =
sites[atoms[k]
xr;
yc;
[1]] [atoms[k] [2]] =
sites[xc][yc] = 0;
if (direction == 4)
atoms[k] [1]
atoms[k] [2]
sites [atoms
= xl;
= yd;
[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]]
sites[xc] [yc]
}
else if (direction == 5)
atoms[k] [1] = xc;
atoms[k] [2] = yd;
sites [atoms[k] [1]]
sites[xc][yc] = 0;
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
if (atoms[k] [0] == 1)
int check [6] = (0,
int direction [6] =
int edgetrapcheck =
0,
(0,
0;
[atoms[k] [2]]
= -1;
= -1;
0, 0, 0, 0};
0, 0, 0, 0, 0};
double determineodds
xc = atoms[k] [1];
yc = atoms[k] [2];
= mt ();
if (determineodds < zeroodds)
{
neighbor = 0;
if (atoms[k] [1] == 0)
xl = sidesize - 1;
xr = 1;
}
else{
}
else
else
{
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else if (atoms[k] [1] == sidesize - 1)
xr = 0;
xl = atoms[k] [1] - 1;
else
xl = atoms[k] [1] - 1;
xr = atoms[k] [1] + 1;
if (atoms[k] [2] == 0)
yu = sidesize - 1;
yd = 1;
else if (atoms[k] [2] == sidesize - 1)
yu = atoms[k] [2] - 1;
yd = 0;
else
yu = atoms[k] [2] - 1;
yd = atoms[k] [2] + 1;
if (sites[xc] [yu] == 1)
neighbor = neighbor + 1;
check[O] = 1;
direction[l] = direction[l] + 1;
direction[2] = direction[2] + 1;
if (trappingsites[xc] [yu] == 1)
edgetrapcheck = 1;
if (sites[xr] [yu] == 1)
neighbor = neighbor + 1;
check[l] = 1;
direction[O] = direction[O] + 1;
direction[3] = direction[3] + 1;
if (trappingsites[xr] [yu] == 1)
edgetrapcheck = 1;
if (sites[xl] [yc] == 1)
neighbor = neighbor + 1;
check[2] = 1;
direction[O] = direction[O] + 1;
direction[4] = direction[4] + 1;
if (trappingsites[xl] [yc] == 1)
edgetrapcheck = 1;
(sites[xr] [yc] == 1)
neighbor = neighbor + 1;
check[3] = 1;
direction[l] = direction[l]
direction[5] = direction[5]
if (trappingsites[xr] [yc]
edgetrapcheck = 1;
(sites[xl][yd] == 1)
neighbor = neighbor + 1;
check[4] = 1;
direction[2] = direction[2]
direction[5] = direction[5]
if (trappingsites[xl] [yd] ==
edgetrapcheck = 1;
+ 1;
+ 1;
1)
+ 1;
+ 1;
1)
(sites[xc] [yd] == 1)
neighbor = neighbor + 1;
check[5] = 1;
direction[4] = direction[4] + 1;
direction[3] = direction[3] + 1;
if (trappingsites[xc] [yd] == 1)
edgetrapcheck = 1;
double stepoddscheck = oneodds;
if (neighbor > 1) // is it step diffusion or
dissocation?
stepoddscheck = stepodds;
if (determineodds < threeodds)
int randomdirection = rg.IRandom(0,5);
if(randomdirection == 0 && neighbor -
direction[0] == 3 && check[O]
atoms[k] [1]
atoms[k] [2]
sites [atoms
= xc;
= yu;
[k][1]][atoms[k][2]]
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc] [yc];
islandnumber[xc] [yc] [0] = -1;
islandnumber[xc] [yc][1] = -1;
}
else if(randomdirection == 1 && neighbor
- direction[1] == 3 && check[l] == 0)
if
{
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atoms[k] [1] = xr;
atoms[k] [2] = yu;
sites [atoms[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]] =
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
[yc];
- -1;
= -1;
else if(randomdirection == 2 && neighbor
- direction[2] == 3 && check[2] == 0)
atoms[k] [1] = xl;
atoms[k] [2] = yc;
sites [atoms[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]] =
sites[xc][yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
[yc];
= -1;
- -1;
else if(randomdirection
- direction[3] == 3 && check[3] == 0)
atoms[k] [1]
atoms[k] [2]
sites [atoms
= xr;
= yc;
[k] [1]]
3 && neighbor
[atoms[k] [2]] =
sites[xc] [yc]
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber[xc][yc][1]
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
- direction[4]
else if(randomdirection
3 && check[4] == 0)
4 && neighbor
atoms[k] [1]
atoms[k] [2]
sites [atoms
= xl;
= yd;
[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]] =
sites[xc] [yc]
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
else if(randomdirection
- direction[5] == 3 && check[5] == 0)f
5 && neighbor
atoms[k] [1] = xc;
atoms[k] [2] = yd;
sites [atoms[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]]
sites[xc][yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber[xc] [yc] [O]
islandnumber[xc] [yc][1]
else if (determineodds < twoodds)
int randomdirection
direction[0] == 2 && check[O] == 0)
rg.IRandom(0,5);
if(randomdirection == 0 && neighbor -
atoms[k] [1] = xc;
atoms[k] [2] = yu;
sites[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]]
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber[xc] [yc][0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
else if(randomdirection == 1 && neighbor
- direction[l] == 2 && check[l] == 0)
atoms[k] [1]
atoms[k] [2]
sites [atoms
= xr;
= yu;
[k] [1]]1[atoms[k] [2]] =
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber[xc][yc][1]
else if(randomdirection == 2 && neighbor
- direction[2] == 2 && check[2] == 0)
atoms[k] [1]
atoms[k] [2]
- xl;
= yc;
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[yc];
S-1;
= -1;
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
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sites[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] =
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber[xc] [yc] [1]
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
else if(randomdirection == 3 && neighbor
- direction[3] == 2 && check[3] == 0)
atoms[k] [1]
atoms[k] [2]
sites [atoms
= xr;
= yc;
[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]] =
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]] [atoms[k]
- direction[4]
[2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
else if(randomdirection == 4 && neighbor
2 && check[4] == 0)
atoms[k] [1] = xl;
atoms[k] [2] = yd;
sites[atoms[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]]
sites[xc][yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber[xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber[xc][yc][1]
else if(randomdirection == 5 && neighbor
- direction[5] == 2 && check[5] == 0)
atoms[k] [1] = xc;
atoms[k] [2] = yd;
sites[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]]
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
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trappingsites[xc] [yc] == 0)
else if (determineodds < stepoddscheck &&
int randomdirection = rg.IRandom(0,5);
if(randomdirection == 0 && neighbor -
direction[0] == 1 && check[O] == 0)
atoms[k] [1] = xc;
atoms[k] [2] = yu;
sites[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]]
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber[xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber[xc][yc][1]
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
else if(randomdirection == 1 && neighbor
- direction[l] == 1 && check[l] == 0)
{
atoms[k] [1] = xr;
atoms[k] [2] = yu;
sites[atoms[k] [1]]
sites[xc][yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k]
[atoms[k] [2]] =
[2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber[xc][yc][1]
[yc];
- -1;
= -1;
else if(randomdirection == 2 && neighbor
- direction[2] == 1 && check[2]
atoms[k] [1]
atoms[k] [2]
sites [atoms
= xl;
= yc;
[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] =
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber[xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
else if(randomdirection == 3 && neighbor
- direction[3] == 1 && check[3] == 0)
atoms[k] [1]
atoms[k] [2]
sites [atoms
= xr;
= yc;
[k] [1] ][atoms[k] [2]] =
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
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sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber[xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
else if(randomdirection == 4 && neighbor
- direction[4] == 1 && check[4] == 0)
atoms[k] [1] = xl;
atoms[k] [2] = yd;
sites[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]]
sites[xc][yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber[xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber[xc] [yc][1]
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
else if(randomdirection == 5 && neighbor
- direction[5] == 1 && check[5] == 0)
atoms[k] [1]
atoms[k] [2]
sites [atoms
sites[xc][y
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]
= xc;
= yd;
[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]]
c] = 0;
][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
else if (determineodds < zeroodds &&
trappingsites[xc] [yc] == 0)
direction[0] == 0 && check[0] == 0)
1;
int randomdirection = rg.IRandom(0,5);
if(randomdirection == 0 && neighbor -
atoms[k] [1] = xc;
atoms[k] [2] = yu;
sites[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]]
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
[yc];
= -1;
- -1;
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else if(randomdirection == 1 && neighbor
- direction[l] 0 && check[l]
atoms[k] [1] = xr;
atoms[k] [2] = yu;
sites [atoms[k] [1]]
sites[xc][yc] = 0;
[atoms[k] [2]] =
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber[xc] [yc][0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
else if(randomdirection == 2 && neighbor
- direction[2] == 0 && check[2] == 0)
atoms[k] [1] = xl;
atoms[k] [2] = yc;
sites[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] =
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
[yc];
= -1;
= -1;
else if(randomdirection == 3 && neighbor
- direction[3] == 0 && check[3] == 0)
atoms[k] [1] = xr;
atoms[k] [2] = yc;
sites[atoms[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]] =
sites[xc] [yc]
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]] [atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber[xc][yc][1]
else if(randomdirection == 4 && neighbor
- direction[4] == 0 && check[4] == 0)
{
atoms[k] [1]
atoms[k] [2]
sites [atoms
= xl;
= yd;
[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] =
sites[xc][yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc] [yc];
[yc];
- -1;
= -1;
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islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [1]
-1;
-1;
else if(randomdirection == 5 && neighbor
- direction[5] == 0 && check[5] == 0)
atoms[k] [1] = xc;
atoms[k] [2] = yd;
sites[atoms[k] [1]][atoms[k] [2]]
sites[xc] [yc] = 0;
//islandnumber[atoms[k] [1]][atoms [k] [2]] = islandnumber[xc]
islandnumber [xc] [yc] [0]
islandnumber[xc][yc][1]
// }
int z;
cout <<
do
"Press x, then enter to write to file and quit: ";
z = getchar();
if(z == EOF) break;
} while(z != 'x');
ofstream
ofstream
ofstream
ofstream
outputfile;
graphicsfile;
histogramfile;
datafile;
outputfile.open ("output20.txt");
graphicsfile.open ("graphics20.txt");
histogramfile.open ("histogram.txt");
datafile.open ("datafile.txt");
outputcycle = 20;
// atoms array output first so that graphics can be built from it
graphicsfile << sidesize << endl;
graphicsfile << atomnumber<< endl;
for (b = 0; b<atomnumber; b++)
{
if (atoms[b][0] == 1 && islandnumber[atoms[b][1]][atoms[b][2]][0] != 0)
surfaceatoms[outputcycle]
atoms[b] [0] = 3;
surfaceatoms[outputcycle] + 1;
[yc];
= -1;
- -1;
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if (islandnumber[atoms[b] [1]][atoms[b] [2]][0]
atoms[b] [0] = 4;
boundaryatoms[outputcycle] = boundaryatoms[outputcycle] +
if (atoms[b] [0] == 0)
adatoms[outputcycle] + 1;
if (islanddomain[islandnumber[atoms[b] [1]][atoms[b]
atoms[b] [0] = 1;
atoms[b][0]
[2]] [0]] == 2)
graphicsfile << atoms[b] [1]<< " " << atoms[b] [2] << " " <<
<< endl;
int finalislandcount
for (a = 1; a < islandcounter; a++) // calculates the current number of
islands and the size of each island
int islandcountflag = 0;
for (b = 0; b < sidesize; b++)
for (c = 0; c < sidesize; c++)
{
if (islandnumber[b][c][0] == a && islandcountflag == 0)
finalislandcount++;
islandcountflag = 1
islandsize[a]++;
else if (islandnumber[b] [c] [0] == a)
islandsize[a]++;
outputfile << "Deposition rate: " << R << endl;
outputfile << "Temperature: " << T << "K" << endl;
outputfile << "Atoms per second: " << atomspersecond << endl;
outputfile << "Adatom jumps per second: " << movementspersecond << endl;
outputfile << "Number of atoms deposited: " << totalatoms << endl;
outputfile << "Number of atoms on substrate: " << atomnumber << endl;
numberofatoms[outputcycle] = atomnumber;
outputfile << "Number of islands nucleated: " << islandcounter << endl;
outputfile << "Number of islands on substrate: " << finalislandcount << endl;
numberofislands[outputcycle] = finalislandcount;
adatoms[outputcycle]
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outputfile << "Thickness: " << totalatoms / atomspersecond * R << " A" <<
endl;
outputfile << "Side length: " << sidesize << endl;
outputfile << "Total number of sites: " << totalsize << endl;
int area = sidesize * 0.3 * sidesize * 0.3;
outputfile << "Total \"real\" area (nm2): " << area << endl;
if (finalislandcount != 0)
outputfile << "Area per island (nm2): " << area / finalislandcount <<
endl << endl << endl << endl;
for (b = 0; b<sidesize; b++)
{
int d;
for (d = 0; d<b; d++)
{
outputfile << " ";
}
for (c = 0; c<sidesize; c++)
if (sites[c] [b] == 0)
outputfile << " "
else
outputfile << sites[c] [b] << " "
}
outputfile << endl;
outputfile << endl << endl << endl;
for (b = 0; b<sidesize; b++) // will output the island array, only useful if
islandcounter < 10
{
int d;
for (d = 0; d<b; d++)
outputfile << " "
}
for (c = 0; c<sidesize; c++)
if (islandnumber[c] [b] [0] == -1)
outputfile << " " << " ";
else
outputfile << islandnumber[c] [b] [0] << " ";
outputfile << endl;
outputfile << endl << endl << endl;
for (b = 0; b<sidesize; b++) // will output the domain array
{
int d;
for (d = 0; d<b; d++)
{
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outputfile << " "
for (c = 0; c<sidesize; c++)
if (islandnumber[c] [b] [1] == 0)
outputfile << "4" << " ";
else if (islandnumber[c] [b] [0] == -1)
outputfile << " "
else
outputfile << islanddomain[islandnumber[c] [b] [0]] << " "
outputfile << endl;
for (a = 0; a < islandcounter; a++)
if (islandsize[a] != 0)
histogramfile << islandsize[a] << endl;
datafile << "Cycle\t" << "Adatoms\t" << "Surface atoms\t" << "Boundary
atoms\t" << "Total atoms\t" << "Number of islands" << endl;
for (a = 1; a < 21; a++)
datafile << a << "\t" << adatoms[a] << "\t" << surfaceatoms[a] << "\t"
<< boundaryatoms[a] << "\t" << numberofatoms[a] << "\t" << numberofislands[a]
<< endl;
return 0;
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